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Р Е З Ю М Е
В работе приведены результаты исследовании фауны остракода слоев сред­
не! о эоцена бскситовий шахты ЕагоМхедь, расонложенной в местности Гант (Заду­
найское среднегорье, Венгрии). Новые виды и подвиды: Су/йсгс/Уа fCyPic/v/Zcidca^ 
¿puWns/s, Nowcypr/s С/у//!гссуУЛсг;7/сц gtw/cs/s, СуУ/!сг/</с//и ^ол/Hs/.s,
Rrud/ryu гыУи/огниУя /¡tt/tyurcto, / /глшя/иУгх осиУ/сохУя дяяУгмх/х, ХгхУоУгУд'тУх я̂иУслхУх. 
Из известных вид в нами были найдены следую; /УяУоУор/я/яУя у/УУ/ггУ Ко//, РУсгу^о- 
суУУ;слс /я/;схУ f МсУ;сх), МоихянгяУя'УУя УлУуФг/У /(с//, yVcocyp/rdc/x 1Р/УУ/яя;хяиУяия С Всх?ясУ1 
КлУУг УяиУяяг/мУх ('Jaws,), РигясуУ/ятйУгя ^rada/a  ̂Bcsf/ягУJ  СяжУУУсх тяихтУт-яУяУУсихУх 
ДряхУоУсхс</, Sc/azacy/Zicra (Уе/мтхха ( M<7;es J  Ec/!/aocy//;w/s <fat/aya/;a f MHics J  Harata- 
a/(as /!a«//a^ar/ pa/;aa&arc/i/aaa Ka//, Qat/racyPtara яя,у//хУсяхУяУя (*Bastyaa/), Qaat/тасу/Лата 
ya/iw</taa!/a Maas.
Известные виды соответствуют периоду среднего эоцена, определенного на 
основе другой ф ауны . Область образования глины была мелководная .маргинальная 
территория с часто меняющейся концентрацией соли.
introduction
T h e  E ocene sequence a ro u n d  G ant is know n by  its  rich m ollusc fa u n a , w hich  was 
tre a te d  m onographieaM y by  S x 6 t  s, it. (i953). T he a u th o r  o f  th is  p re sen t w ork c ille c te d  
a  tuo iiusc  m a te ria l front th e  overly ing  E ocene s t r a ta  o f  th e  fo rm er b a u x ite  m ine o f  B agoly- 
hegy-hiii an d  th is  collection  resu lted  a  w ell-preserved m ic ro fau n a  too . T h e  a u th o r  p u b ­
lished prev iously  th e  m eth o d  (M o  n o s  t o r i  1973) anti th e  p re lim in a ry  re p o rt  ( M o ­
n o  s t  о r i 1972) o f  th e  fauna! in v estiga tions, th e  p re sen t w ork is th e  d e ta iled  d e sc rip ­
tio n  an d  ev a lu a tio n  o f th e  fauna.
Method
The descriptions of the certain forms are presented here system a­
t ic a l^ . The system atic order and the scheme of the descriptions follow — 
with some modifications — those applied in the  text-book of V a n  
M o r k h o v e n  (1963.) The descriptions o f outiines and ornam ental 
eiements were based on meshed ocutar studies. The in terpretation o f 
the length, height and width is as usuai, bu t measured on the periphery 
and not on the outer margin as in the cited Glossary (Treatise. 1961, pp. 
059. 51 — 52, 56). The horizontal component of the m atrix is the  length, 
its vertical component is ttie maximal height (Fig. 1). In  some highly 
arched or specially shaped forms ttiis la tte r does not mean actual height 
measured on the valve, but refers to the vertical distance between the
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dorsal and ventral valve tangents parraHe! to the length. Applying zoom- 
optic microscope the mesh can be set to give the  positions o f the certain 
characteristic peripheral and ornam entation points directly in the  frac­
tions of the length and height. In lack of th a t  kind of optics the valves 
can be photographed, and in standard-sized prints the dimensions can be 
measured with a mesh applied on tracing-paper. The angles (if charac­
teristic) can be m easuredsuitaldyon photographs. The co-ordinate method 
suggested by F  a r k a s H . (1974) to fresh-water ostracodcs can be appli­
ed a t best to some groups of the marine forms. Related studies, regarding 
also the co-ordinate m ethod of N e g a d a e v (11)70), will be carried out 
in the future.
Dcrivatio nominis: A fter the name of the locality.
Holotypus: left valve: rcposited in the type collection o f the Hungarian 
Geological Survey.
Locus typicus: B auxite-pit of Bagolyhegy-hill, Gant, Transdanuhian 
Central M ountains, Hungary.
S tratum  typicum: Lutetian Stage, mollusc-bearing marl.
Diagnosis: W eakly ornam ented Cytherclloidea, marginal ridge absent 
on the greater part of the dorsal margin and posteriorly.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. In o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline of l e f t
v a l v e  rounded symm etrically, gradually rounds into ventral
Fa/eozdo/oyn u/ dc-sv r;
Subclassis Gstracoda Latrcille, 1806 
Ordo Rodocopida Midler, 1804 
Subordo R laticopinaSars, 1866 
Ramilia Cythercllidae Sars, 1866 
Genus Cytherella Jones, 1840 
Cytherclla (Cytherclloidea) gantensis n. sp. FI. 1. Fig. 1.
Fig. i .
outline, which bears a  symmterica! sinus between one-third and 
tw o-third of length. V entral outline acutely rounds into the  nearly 
symmetrical posterior outline bearing an extrem ely shallow, slightly 
asymm etrical sinus between one-third and three-fifth  o f length, 
which is deepest som ewhat before half-length of valve. H eight 
posterior.
R i g h t  v a l v e  outline is similar. In  d o r s a l  v i e w  surface 
rises with 15° angle to one-fifth o f length, with about 10° angle 
to two-fifth of length and with 5° angle to  five-sixth of length, and 
from there slopes with small radius, then  perpendicularly.
2. Surface of l e f t  v a l v e  sm ooth, finely p itted  
in the best-preserved specimens. Marginal ridge visible on the  ventral 
nine-tenth to the dorsal tw o-fifth of length, most pronounced along 
the anterior margin. In  dorsal side a slightly asym m etrical triangular 
depression appears between one-fifth and seven-tenth o f length and 
the  muscle-scar area. In ventral side there is an upw ardly a tten u a ­
ting depression between the nine-tenth and tw o-fifth of length and 
the two-fifth of maximal height, which produces a sack-like swelling 
on the  posteroventral surface. (In a few specimens the  posterior 
tubercle and the depression absent.)
Ornam entation of r i g h t  v a l v e  is similar.
3. dica.SM7'C?HC?d.s (on millimetres):
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4. /amcJ/u.' Very narrow.
5. .liu/yiwrd pore-ca7:u?s.' Simple, visible only in some places.
6. //¿72ye.' In  left valve an edge, which fits into the groove o f right valve 
around the  entire margin.
7. jVor?;Md pores.' Numerous, small, open.
8. Central MM-scFe ecor area with 11 scars arrenged in feather-shaped 
pattern .
9. №/e-.spoC Absent.
10. Oeer/op.' R ight valve slightly overlaps left around the  entire margin.
11. Form s w ithout posterior tubercle and depression are probably the  
males.
C o m p a r i s o n .  This species resemblesC. (Cytherelloidea) jonesi Bosquet, 
1852, bu t this la tte r shows stronger ornam entation, m arginal ridge de­
veloped posteriorly and stronger anteriorly, and in this way the  shape 
of valves exhibits sharp breaks in dorsal view.
Material: 3 left valves and 3 righ t valves.
left valve 0.64 0.35
right valve 0.63 0.32
right valve 0.56 0.29
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S ubordoPodocopinaSars, 1866 
Superfam iüa Bairdiacea Sars, 1888 
Fam ilia B airdiidaeSars, 1888 
Genus Bairdoppilata Coryell, Sample e t Jennings, 1935 
B airdoppila tag liberti Keij, 1057 
P late  I, Figs. 2 — 4.
1955. Bairdia subdeltoidea (Münster, 1830) — Apostolescu, 
pp. 245 — 246, pl. Ifigs. 9 — 10.
1957. B airdoppilatagliberti Keij, 1 9 5 7 -K eij. p. 53, pl. I.fig s. 1 8 -2 1 .
1958. Bairdoppilata güberti Keij, 1957 —Marliere, p. 18, pl. I I , figs. 
5 - 6 .
?1959. B airdoppila tag liberti Keij. 1957 —Ducasse, pp. 13 — 14, pl. X, 
figs. 2a — b.
?1964. B airdoppila tag liberti Keij, 1957-S önm ex-G ocken , p. 51, pl.
I .fig - 1.
?1968. B airdoppilata gliberti Keij. 1957-H a sk in s , p. 3. pl. I I , figs. 
2 9 -3 0 .
1969. B airdoppilatag liberti Keij. 1957-Serem eta. pp. 5 7 -5 8 ., pl. I I , 
1 5 -1 6 .
1969. Bairdia gliberti (Keij, 1957)-P ictrzcniuk , p. 15, pl. I I  figs. 
9 — 10, pl. XVI, figs. 1 — 2.
1969. Bairdoppilatagliberti Keij, 1957— Ducassc, p. 24. pt. II, fig. 29. 
1971. B airdoppilata gliberti Keij, 1957 —Blondeau, p. 25, pl. I i l ,  
figs. 3 — 4.
?1072. Bairdia gliberti (Keij, 1957) —Khosla, p. 483, pl. I. fig. 9. 
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. X/Mpe.' in o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline o f l e f t  
v a l v e  rounded asymm etrically, below tw o-third o f maxima! 
height breaks into dorsal outline, which forms a wide arch. Both 
the anterior and posterior lines of this arch are nearly straight, their 
dircctions make 9 0 -1 2 0 °  angle, with weak concavity a t about one- 
fifth  o f length. Posterior line slopes abruptly,  with gradual transition 
into the posterior outline, which breaks by 80—100° at about one- 
th ird  of maximal height, then gradually rounds into the  ventral 
outline. The ventral outline straight, (slightly convex), between 
one-third and tw o-third o f length, then gradually rounds into an te­
rior outline. Height a t half-length.
Dorsal outline o f r i g h t  v a l v e  is trapezoidally angular, the bre­
aks are situated  about tw o-fifth and three-quarter of length, with 
140° angle. The middle, stra ight portion towards the ventral outline is 
convergent posteriorly. Posterior outline bears a  small sinus between 
two- and three-fifth o f maximal height, which results in acute pos­
terior end. Ventral outline shows a sinus between the three- and 
six-eighth o f the length. Height somewhat anterior.
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In  i n n e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  the ou ter margin of the l e f t  v a l v e  
m arkedly deviates from the  outline, it runs sim ilarly as the  right 
valve outline.
In  d o r s a l  v i e w  the  surface rises anteriorly by 30° angle, and 
near to the  middle rounds into a 30° slope, which slightly fla ttens 
ou t eaudallv. (Individual differences in the shape o f the outlines 
m ay occur.)
2. Surface of the valves finely, densely punctate.
3. .VcfMMre/MC/d.s'.' L H
4. Dr Tier /urrre&r.' R ather wide anteriorly and posteriorly, line o f con­
crescence deviates from inner margin a t the prominent anterior and 
posterior vestibula, more or less parallel to  the outer margin. Selvage 
near to the outer margin.
5. diuryy'yrn^ porc-rorrH/.s.' Very numerous anteriorly and posteriorly, 
straight, simple.
6. 7/ryyyc.' Dorsal edge of r i g h t  v a l v e  fits into groove o f l e f t  
v a l v e .  W ithin the anterodorsal and posterodorsal angles of the 
valve, r i g h t  v a l v e  bears crcnulate tooth-like, l e f t  v a l v e  
groove-like structure.
7. Noryrtrr/ po/'g.s.' Numerous, small, open.
8. Central yrr-yysc/e 3<-arg.* 10 in num ber, arranged on opaque area.
9. A'yc-.spo/.' Absent.
10. Orcr/up.' Left valve conspicuously larger th an  right, especially dorsallv 
and ventrally.
R e m a r k s.
The C ant form can be ranged into the species B aridoppilata gliberti 
Keij from the French Lutetian. I t  differs somewhat from the type, which 
shows a  weak dorsal concavity in the left valve outline, near the posterior- 
end, thus it is slightly acute. The outline shows a  similar variability  in 
the material, and the figures and descriptions mentioned in the synonym y 
suggest also some variations. Thus separation of a d istinct subspecies 
can trot be justified.
Geological and geographical distribution:
U pper Yprcsian —Ledian: France 
Paleocene: Belgium 
Upper Rocene: Kngland 
Upper Eocene —Lower Oligocene: GDR 
Paleocene — Eocene: USSR 
? Lower Eocene: India 
M aterial: 5 left valves, 3 right valves.
left valve 0.93 0.57
left valve 0.97 0.60
left valve 1.00 0.63
right valve 0.93 0.48
right valve 0.94 0.48
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Superfam iliaCypridacea Baird, 1845 
Fam iiia Cyprididae Baird, 1845 
Genus Novocypris Ducasse, 1967 
Novocypris ? gantensis n. sp.
Pl. I, Figs. 5 - 9 .
Derivatio nominis: A fter the name of the locality.
Holotvpus: Left valve; reposited in the type collection o f the Hungarian 
Geological Survey.
Locus tvpicus: Bauxite-pit of Bagolyhegy-hill. Gant, Transdanubian
Central Mountains, Hungary.
S tratum  typicum: Lutetian Stage, mollusc-hearing marl.
D i a g n o s i s :  Hinge conspicuously crcnulate anteriorly and posteriorly, 
smooth medianly.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. ¿Mnpe.* In o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e  w anterior outline of l e f t  
v a 1 v e rounded sym m etrically by ra ther small radius, and gradu­
ally curves into the dorsal outline, which is arched by greater radius. 
The outline breaks a t  four-fifth of length and near posterior end. 
Posterior outline with ra ther small radius and weakly breaks beneath 
the one-third of maximal height. Ventral outline nearly straight, 
gradually rounds into the anterior outline from about the one-fifth 
of length. Height a t about half-lenght.
The radius of the  r i g h t  v a l v e  anterior outline is somewhat 
smaller. Anterior portion of dorsal outline straighter. The break of 
the posterior outline stronger, near to the level o f the ventral outline, 
thus the right valve is more acute posteriorly. Ventral outline beats 
a conspicuous sinus, somewhat before half-length. (The breaks of the 
posterodorsal side absent in several specimens.)
In  i n n e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  outer outline o f l e f t  v a l v e  m ar­
kedly differs ventrally from the outer margin, which convergent to 
th eo u tlin e o fth e  right valve. In d o r s a l  v i e w  the surface rises 
with 45° angle to one-tenth of length, abruptly  in the beginning, then 
flattening out, the slope is 0 —10° to four-fifth length, 10 — 40° bet­
ween four-fifth and nine-tenth length and 45 — 60° to the  valve end.







right valve 0.63 0.30
right valve 0.63 0.32
right valve 0.62 0.29
right valve 0.60 0.28
left valve 0.63 0.34
left valve 0.67 0.34
left valve 0.65 0.34
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4. Strongly wideneing anteriorly, somewhat weakly 
posteriorly. Large anterior and posterior vestibula, which are an te ­
riorly especially larger near the  ventral side.
5. .IfuryiMu/ pore-cn??u/.s.' M oderate in number, straight, simple, partially  
false.
6. 1/iwye.* Strongly crenulate, fitting  elements anteriorly and posteri­
orly in both valves, median elements smooth, groove in the right, bar 
in the left valve.
7. Aor/yyaJ poras.* Few, scattered, small.
8. dÍMgcZe .s'car.s.' 11 in number, of which 7 are arranged into a  close 
group.
9. A'ye-.spoC Absent.
10. Left valve definitely orer/up-s right.
C o m p a r i s o n :
The hinge described by Ducasse (1967) as characteristic to  this genus 
appear in modified form in this species, therefore the  generic arrangem ent 
is conditional.
This Cant species differs from the type species in outline, having 
anterior outline with smaller radius, dorsal outline with less pronounced 
breaks and with less acute posterior end.
Material: A bout 100 left valves and about 100 right valves.
Supcrfamilia Cythcracea Baird, 1850 
Fam ilia Brachycytheridae Puri, 1954 
Genus Ptcrygocythere Hill, 1954 
Pterygocythere jonesi (Méhes, 1986)
Pl. I, Figs. 1 0 -1 2 .
1936. Cvtheropteron jonesi Méhes, 1936 — Méhes, pp. 22—25, pl. I l l ,  
figs. 1 — 3, text-fig. 4.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. .S'Aupc/ In  o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior margin of l e f t  
v a l v e  rounded sym m etrically. Radius o f dorsal tw o-third part 
is larger than  th a t of ventral tw o-third. A nterior outline and dorsal 
outline encloses an about 140° angle a t one -fifth of length, the arch 
of the dorsal outline is of rather large radius. The junction w ith the 
posterior outline shows a hardly visible break, the ventral and dorsal 
lines of the posterior outline meet with about 90° angle a t the  two- 
th ird  of the maximal height. Ventral line rounds with a weakly 
convex arch into the  ventral outline, which is formed by a wing­
like ventral extension a t three-quarter of length. This gradually 
grows out from the anterior outline, stra igh t between one-fifth and 
three-quarter of length, then breaks a t about one-sixth of the  m axi­
mal height and meets the posterior outline. A nterior outline — m ainly
6  AXXALES—Scctio Gcotogica—Tonius X IX .
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anteroventrally  — with coarse denticulation, ventral line of poste­
r i o r  outline bears 5 to 6 denticles. Height near half-length, 
in  r i g h t  v a l v e  the roundness o f anterior outline is more svm- 
metric. Anterodorsal angle 150°, dorsal outline nearly straight, enc­
loses 140° angle with the posterior outline a t about eight-tenth of 
length. The wing-like extension overlaps only port ¡ally the ventral 
outline, ends between tw o-third and three-quarter o f valve-length. 
In  i n n e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  of  t he l e f t  v a l v e  the straight 
running of the dorsal margin deviates from the outline. Ventral 
margin deviates from outline in both valves, forming weak sinus, 
and encloses posteriorly about 30° angle with the hinge margin.
In d o r s a l  v i e w  ventral ridge rises by 45° angle, and except 
its posterior, spinuous end. it slopes with 7 0 -8 0 °  angle toward 
the  posteriorly sloping. 10 — 15° posterior surface.
2. O/'HU/H/'Hp/O'oH.' Valve surface smooth. The wing-like extensions of 
both valves grr.de into anterom arginal rims, which reach the eve- 
tubercle.
3. :!/easM/'CH/c//fs.' L H
4. //¿/;cr /u/HefJu.' Wide anteriorly, somewhat narrower posteriorly. 
Line of concrescence and inner margin coincide. Selvage subperipheral 
in left valve, removed from outer margin in right valve.
5. d/urg/Hu/ porc-/f/Hu/s.' 20 to 25 in num ber anteriorly, 10 to 12 pos­
teriorly. Simple, straight, with ampullae in the outer thirds.
G. / / /H'/c.* In l e f t  v a l v e  there are large anterior socket, small 
anterom edian tooth , crenulate posteromedian bar and elongate, 
crenulatc posterior socket. Accomodation groove well-developed. 
In r i g h t  v a l v e  the anterior tooth slightly elongated (bordering 
the eye-socket), its anterior part lower than the  posterior. A ntero­
median element is tooth-socket, which continues as crenulate pos­
terom edian groove. Posterior tooth elongate, crenulate.
7. /Vor/z/a/ /zo/'&s.* Pew, open.
8. .1/M.scJc .s'i'U/'.s'.' "V '-shaped frontal scar in front of the row of four 
elongate adductor scars.
0. Eye-spo/s; Prom inent, small in both valves.
10. The larger left valve especially dorsallv orc//ap.s the right.
11. The break of the dorsal outline is smaller in valves of more elongate 
specimens, probably these are the males.
R e m a r k s :
On the basis of its morphological features, this Gant form can be well 
identified with the species Cythcroptcron joncsi described by dlchcs (1036) 
from the Hocene of the vicinity of Budapest.
In  the type figures of Pterygocythere hilli Keij, 1957 the antero-
left valve 0.71 0.42
rig lit valve 0.70 0.39
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dorsal angle is less prom inent and is removed posteriorly, the running 
o f the  ventrolateral extension is different, the median hinge-element is 
acrenulate, and these may suggest at least subspecific difference.
Geological and geographical distribution:
Middle? Eocene: Budapest vicinity, H ungary.
M aterial: 3 left valves, 1 right valve.
Fam ilia H ythocytheridaeSars, 1926 
Genus M onoceratina Roth, 1028 
M onoceratina sp.
PI. I I . Fig. 1.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. ЯАяре.- In o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  the outline o f the  l e f t  
v a l v e  is damaged anteriorly and posteriorly. Dorsal outline 
completely straight, ventral outline slightly convex, which results 
from the convex running of the wing-like extension.
2. Огяй?мея%я7тй.' The surface of the 1 e f t v a 1 v e is heavily o rna­
mented. Along dorsal margin coarse ridge-like costa, near the  ven t­
ral margin strong wing-like extension, which rises from about one- 
th ird  of maximal height on anterior half, then overhangs the  ventral 
margin and ends recurving posteriorly above th a t. Subcentrallv 
deep sulcus rund downward in upper one-quarter of maximal height, 
bordered anteriorly by arched costa, which sharpens toward the end 
of the wing-like extension. The surface is steep posteriorly from the 
wing-like extension, the part along the posteroventra! margin is wide 
and fla t. Despite of the  damage, it is visible, th a t the anterior valve- 
part is sim ilarly fla t. Height somewhat anterior.
4 — 5., 7 — 10: Inner features and the  relation of the  valves cannot be 
studied.
б /Нлус.' Somewhat damaged term inally, hinge-elements on the  pre­
served parts are not visible.
R e m a r k s :
The ornam entation m arkedly differs from the described and figured 
T ertiary  M onoceratina species, however, this single fragm entary spe­
cimen is incomplete for designation of a new species.
Material: One single damaged left valve.
Fam ilia Cvtheridcidae Sars, 1925 
Genus: C lithrocytheridea Stephenson, 1936 
Clithrocvtheridea faboides gantensis n. ssp.
PI. II, Figs. 2 - 4 .
Derivatio nominis: A fter the name of the locality.
Holotvpus: Left valve; reposited in the  type collection of the Hungarian 
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Geological Survey.
Locus typicus: B auxite-pit of Bagolyhegy-hill, Gánt, Transdanubian 
Central M ountains, Hungary.
S tratum  typicum : Lutetian  Stage, mollusc-bearing marl.
D i a g n o s i s :  A form bearing deep anterior vestibulum , especially near the 
margins with concentrically arranged strong pits, with poster:orly 
narrowing left valve of nearly stra igh t ventral and dorsal margins.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
S tratum  typicum : Lutetian Stage, mollusc-bearing marl.
Diagnosis: A form bearing deep anterior vestibulum . especially- near the 
margins with concentrically arranged strong pits, with posteriorly 
narrowing left valve of nearly stra igh t ventral and dorsal margins.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. S'Aíípe.* In  o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e  w th e  anterior outline of the 
l e f t  v a l v e  is m arkedly asym m etric, arching with large radius 
from about the one-third of the maximal height toward the dorsal 
outline, with which it encloses about 140° angle at the one-third of 
the length. Dorsal outline straight (except a  weak sinus behind the 
protruding cardinal angle) to three-quarter of length, where grades 
with a  weak break into the posterior outline, which is rounded bv 
small radius. Posterior outline gradually rounds into the hardly con­
vex ventral outline, of which direction with tha t of dorsal outline 
encloses a posteriorly convergent 10 to 15° angle. The ventral outline 
arches into the anterior outline with a very short radius, before the 
arch somewhat depressed. The lower part of the anterior outline 
may bear slight denticulation. Height at anterior cardinal angle.
The anterior outline o f r i g h t v a 1 v e is rounded asymmetrically, 
from the half of maximal height, arching with a long radius into 
the dorsal outline, which breaks slightly about the half of the length, 
then straight to four-Lfth of length, and grade with an other break 
into the posterior outline, which arches with a very small radius into 
the nearly straight ventral outline. Behind the one-fifth of the length 
t he ventral outline shows weak sinus. Lower th ird  o f anterior outline 
somewhat denticulated. Height slightly anterior.
In i n n e r l a t e r a l  v i e w  outer margin and outline are nearly 
coincidental.
In  d o r s a 1 v i e  w the maximal width is situated  somewhat before 
the middle of the length. A nterior part more compressed, posterior 
more inflated.
2. Valves markedly pitted, the dense, relatively coarse 
pots appear in concentric arrangem ent (similarity to reticulation). In 
anterior part of the left valve the portion between the pits becomes 
stronger, just like concentric costa. O rnam entation absent around 
the cardinal angle of left valve.
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3. Mcu.surcMtcwG.' L H  W idth
ieft valve 0.42 0.23
]eft valve 0.46 0.24
right valve 0.42 0.22
carapace 0.41 0.22 0.18
4. 7?!Her JuTMcKu.* M oderately wide, widest anteriorly. Subtriangular 
vestibulum  anteriorly, thus the  inner m argin m arkedly different here. 
Marginal zone widest anteriorly. Selvage subperipheral, in left valve 
slightly, in right valve strongly removed anteriorly  inward.
5. d/uryinuJpore-caMuJ.s'.'Very numerous. Simple, straight, with am pu'lae 
near the half-length. Scattered in upper, and dense in lower part 
of anterior zone, common along ventral margin and dense in lower 
part of posterior zone.
6. ZfiHye.' In  l e f t  v a l v e  the  two term inal elements are coarsely 
crenulate grooves, connected by crenulate bar.
In  r i g h t  v a l v e  the hinge-elements are corresponding term inally  
crenulate teeth , medianly crenulate groove.
7. Vornm/ pore.s.' Moderately numerous.
8. JiM.S'c/e ¿curs.' In  l e f t  v a l v e  the four adductor scars are arranged 
into a single row, in the level o f the upperm ost one there is an an te­
riorly open "V"-shaped frontal scar, in the  level of the  lowermost 
adductor scar is an elongate, obliquely, upward and aneriorly oriented 
scar.
9. Absent.
10. Over/up.* Left valve overlaps right a t cardinal angle, a t middle 
portion of ventral side and slightly anteriorly and posteriorly.
11. A part of the specimens shows more elongate, lower and narrower 
shape, probably these are males.
C o m p a r i s o n :
This form differs from the type species Clithrocytheridea faboides (Bos­
quet) revised by Keij (1957), in shape (stronger dorsal and ventral dep­
ressions and posteriorly higher left valve in the  type subspecies), in 
ornam entation (somewaht denser and more regular p itting in the  G ant sub­
species). and in the structure  of the inner lamella (coarse subtriangular 
vestibulum  in the  G ant subspecies). The present new subspecies also 
differs from the species C lithrocytheridea b ipunctata Ducasse (1967) 
(which can be regarded rather as a subspecies) in the character of the 
vestibulum  and in the absence o f the  separation of ornam entation. 
Material: 6 left valves, 4 right valves.
Genus Neocyprideis Apostolescu, 1946 
Neocypridcis williamsoniana (Bosquet, 1852)
PI. II, Fig. 8.
1852. Cvtheridea williamsoniana Bosquet, 1852 — Bosquet, pp. 43 — 44, 
pi. I I , fig. 6.
1057. Cyprideis (Goelichia) wiHiamsoniana (Bosquet, 1852) — Keij, 
p. 70, p). VII, figs. 6 - 8 ,  ])). X V III. figs. 1 8 -2 0 .
1058. Neocyprideis wiHiamsoniana (Rosquet, 1852) — Kolbnann, p. 137, 
])!. 12, fig. 8. pi. 20, figs. 8 —10, pi. 20, figs. 6 — 7.
1060. Cyprideis (Neocyprideis) wiHiamsoniana (Bosquet, 1852) — H as­
kins, pp. 155— 158, pi. 4, figs. 10 — 20.
1072. Neocyprideis wiHiamsoniana (Bosquet, 1852) — Keen, p. 207, 
p). 52, fig. 13.
D e s c r i p t i o n  :
1. S'/;npe.- In o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline of l e f t  
v a l v e ,  which is formed by the m arkedly strong flange, is some­
what rounded asymm etrically, radius of the arch of the upper part 
is larger than th a t of lower part, a t the th ird  of the length it gradually 
rounds into the hardly convex dorsal outline, which breaks in a 120° 
angle near the five-sixth of length, and curves into the asym m etri­
cally rounded posterior outline. Ventral outline nearly straight, 
somewhat sinuous in its middle portion. Height posterior.
In  r i g h t  v a 1 v e the ventral sinus is somewhat deeper, dorsal 
outline with weak depression near the middle.
In i n n e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  the outer margins are more sinuous 
than  the outlines on both valves.
In d o r s a l  v i e w  the surface of the valve, after a fla t peripheral 
portion, rises with about 30° angle to one-sixth o f length, then the 
rise decreases from 20° to 0° angle a t half-length, then the rise 
increases from 0° to  10° angle to five-sixth of length, and finally the 
slope increases abrup tly  to 90° to  the posterior margin.
2. In l e f t  v a l v e  the surface is densely p itted or 
smooth, hyaline and polished, with a weak, downwardly narrowing, 
triangular depression between one-third and half of length. A t pos- 
terodorsal angle a small swelling appears, which is visible in outline 
too.
In ri g h t  v a l v e  the anterodorsal depression is deeper, with a 
small swelling before.
3. dieasMrewteKf#.' L H
left valve 0.72 0.41
right valve 0.67 0.39
4. /awer lawM/Ia..' R ather narrow, inner margin and line of concrescence 
coincide. Selvage strong, subpcripheral.
5. Jiaryfaa/ pore-rana/s.* About 15 in num ber anteriorly, simple, straight, 
widely separated.
6. /i/ayc.* In 1 e f  t  v a l v e  anteriorly long, posteriorlvshorter, curved, 
crenulatc socket, with a crenulate bar which slightly arched in lateral 
and stra igh t in dorsal view.
R i g h t  v a l v e  shows the corresponding hingc-elebnents.
7 . - 8 .  No ram/ pores and n;asr/e scars cannot be studied.
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9. /G/c-.spM.' Absent.
10. Left valve ot'er(ap.s right, especially posterodorsallv.
11. In  the  rarer, posteriorly less inflated male left valves the  maximal 
height is removed at, or before the median line.
R e m a r k s :
On the basis of the completely smooth valves and the  slight curve o f the 
hinge bar Keij (1957) ranged the  Lutetian specimens into the  N. aposto- 
lescui (Keij. 1957) species. In the  Gant m aterial hyaline ans shiny, smooth 
and m arkedly densely-pitted forms are equally common within a single 
sample, consequently, the appearance or absence of the p itting is a pheno­
typic feature. The hinge bar is slightly curved in lateral view, thus it is 
an undiagnostic character. AH in the C an t specimens the ventral ou t ­
line o f the  left valve is markedly concave before the anterior outline 
junction. This feature characterizes the species N. williamsoniana, while 
in the original description and figures of N. apostolescui the  ventral 
margin of the left valve is stra igh t or convex.
Geological and geographical distribution:
Sannoisian — Stampian: France 
Upper Tongrian — Rupelian: Belgium 
Tongrian: England
Material: One left valve and one right valve.
Genus M onsmirabilia Apostolescu, 1955 
M onsmirabilia triebeli (Keij. 1957)
FI. 11, Figs. 5 - 7 .
1957. Cuneocvthere (Monsmirabilia) triebeli Keij. 1957 — Keii. n. 79.. 
pi. IX , figs. 1 — 4.
1959. Cuneocythere (Monsmirabilia) triebeli Keij. 1957 — Ducasse, p. 23, 
23, pi. X II, figs. 2a —b.
1968. Cuneocythere (Monsmirabilia) triebeli Keij. 1957 — Haskins, pp. 
1 74 -  175. pi. 3. figs. 2 8 -3 4 .
1969. Monsmirabilia triebeli (Keij. 1957) — Ducasse. p. 60, pi. IV, fig. 77. 
1971. M onsmirabilia triebeii (Keij. 1957) — Blondeau. p. 79, pi. IX . fig. 4. 
1973. Cuneocythere (Monsmirabilia) triebeli Keij. 1957 — Moos, p). 7,
figs. 2 - 3 .
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. /S7M?pe.' In o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline of l e f t  
v a l v e  widely, asymmetrical! rounded, gradually curves into 
dorsal outline, which slightly convex between three-eighth and five- 
eighth of length, somewhat broken at five-eighth, and after the three- 
-quarter of length, with an other slight break, grades into posterior
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outline, which bears a slight break above one-third o f maxima! 
height. Posterior outline rounds into convexely arched ventral 
outline with a ra ther small radius. Ventral outline gradually rounds 
into anterior outline. Height near to  valve-median.
A nterior outline of r i g h t  v a l v e  rounds also gradually into 
dorsal outline, which bears slight breaks near the half and three- 
-quarter of length. Posterior outline of small radius continuously 
grades into ventral outline, which shows slight asymmetrical sinus 
between one-quarter and half o f length.
In  i n n e r  la t  e r  a 1 v i e w  the outer margin o f l e f t  v a l v e  
differs ventrally from the  outline, having straight running with 
slight median sinus instead of convexity.
The outer margin of r i g h t  v a l v e  nearly coincides with the 
outline.
In v e n t r  a 1 v i e w  the rise of the valve surface is 25 -  0° near to 
the tw o-third of length (maximal width), and decreases continu­
ously to  nine-tenth o f length, finally with 50° angle, and a t the end 
of the  valves, a  depressive part, corresponding to about a quarter 
o f maximal width may appear.
The r i g h t  v a l v e  is depressive in one-tenth o f length along the 
anterior margin, here the slope has a smaller angle.
2. Valves densely, finely p itted , on left valve with weak, 
on right valve with sharp, coarse anterom arginal rim. On both valves 
the anterodorsal margins show slight depression, which result in a 
prom inent portion on the outer sutface, corresponding to the hinge 
margin.
3. L II
left valve 0.53 0.35
left valve 0.53 0.33
right valve 0.47 0.23
right valve 0.49 0.27
4. /HHcr Very wide anteriorly, inner margin and line of concres­
cence coincide. Selvage subperipheral, strong in right valve. In  left 
valve a t the outer th ird  of the marginal none a list, farther in striae 
are visible.
5. .Unryi/m/ /wf-rormAs.' Very dense in anterior half, more than 40 in 
number, and about 20 posteriorly. Simple, slightly curved, with 
ampullae near the outer margin.
6. In 1 e f  t  v a l v e ,  between about one-third and eight-ninth 
of valve-length runs a gradually narrowing groove, which is bordered 
inward by a narrow, anteriorly slightly thickening ridge. Above the 
groove weak accomodation groove occurs.
In r i g h t  v a l v e  the bar fitting  into the groove o f left valve 
shows a small tooth-like thickening before three-eighth of length.
7. R ather numerous.
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8. Jfa-scle -scars.* The four undivided adductor scars are arranged into a 
single row, in right vaive a dorsallv open ,,V"-shaped frontai scar 
and above a smaller scar are visible.
9. D istinct eye-spoi absent (the prominent dorsal portions mentioned in 
the ornam entation cannot be regarded as definite eve-structures).
10. Overlap.' Left valves much larger and overlaps right all around the 
periphery.
11. A smaller part of the specimens is more elongate, less inflated pos. 
teriorly, probably these are males.
R e m a r k s :
The specimens from G4nt can be well identified with the type described 
and figured by K  e i j (1957).
Geological and geographical distribution:
Eocene: France
U pper Ypresian — Bartonian: Belgium 
Bartonian: the N etherlands 
Ypresian — Bartonian: England 
Material: Four left valves and four right valves.
Genus K rithe Brady, Crosskev, Robertson, 1874 
K rithe bartonensis (Jones, 1857)
P I. I, Figs. 9, 11, 1 3 -1 4 .
1857. Cvtherideis bartonensis Jones, 1857 -  Jones, p. 50. p). V, figs. 
2a —b, 3a — b.
?1894. K rithe  bartonensis (Jones, 1857) — Lienenklaus, pp. 2 5 2 -2 5 3 . 
pi. XVII ,  fig. 9.
?1936. K rithe bartonensis (Jones, 1857), — Mehes, pp. 37 — 38, pi. I l l ,  
figs. 26 — 29, text-fig. 30.
1957. K rithe bartonensis (Jones, 1857) — Keij. p. 85, pi. Yl l f ,  figs.
1 1 -1 2 , figs. 1 3 -1 7 .
1959. K rithe bartonensis (Jones, 1957) - Ducasse, pp. 4 9 -5 0 , pi. 
H I, fig. 1. pi. XX, figs. 3a —b.
1969. K rithe bartonensis (Jones, 1857) -  Scheremeta, pp. 8 8 -8 9 , 
pi. V II, figs. 1—2.
1969. K rithe bartonensis (Jones, 1857) — Pietrxeniuk, p. 21, pi. Y, 
fig. 12. pi. XV, figs. 4 —6, text-figs. 5 — 6.
1970. K rithe bartonensis (Jones, 1857) — Haskins, pp. 13 — 16, pi. 1, 
figs. 5 - 1 4 .
1971. K rithe bartonensis (Jones, 1857) — Blondeau, pp. 82 — 83, pi. 
IX . fig. 6.
1972. K rithe bartonensis (Jones, 1857) -  Kliosla, p. 485, pi. 1, fig. 19. 
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. *S7;ape.' In  o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline o f l e f t  
v a l v e  symm etrically rounded, gradually rounds into dorsal outline,
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which nearly stra igh t between one-quarter and tw o-third of length, 
then widely arches into the  posterior outline, o f which radius of 
roundness decreases in its lower half. A t the junction with ventral 
outline a break occurs, ventral outline nearly stra ight between eleven- 
-twelfth and one-quarter, shows a weak undulation with concavity 
a t two-fifth of length, weak convexity after three-fifth of valve and 
a slight concavity a t four-fifth of length (regarding the respective 
svm tnetrv axes). Transition towards anterior outline is continuous. 
Height posterior.
The lower part of the  anterior outline in r i g h t  v a l v e  is weakly 
truncate, the nearly stra igh t running of the dorsal outline is divided 
bv a slight sinus before the one-third of the length. The gradual 
transition into the posterior outline sta rts  slightly earlier, the radius 
of roundness decreases more slowly, thus the posterior end less obtuse, 
Anterior concavity on ventral outline strong, with maximum slightly 
before mid-valve, otherwise the outline is straight.
In l a t e r a l  v i e w  the outher margin somewhat deviates vent- 
rally from the outline, anterior sinus stronger.
In  d o r s a l  v i e w  t he outline in left valve rises with 40° angle to 
one-tenth of length, then with 40 — 0° angle to half-length, then with 
0 — 20° angle to nine-tenth of length and finally with 20 to 00° angle. 
In right valve the slope is more flattened, recessive a t posterior end.
2. Огяй7Нйя?яЬпм.' Valve surface smooth.
3. Жй(ммгй?меи?з.' L H  W
left valve 0.00 0.33
left valve 0.00 0.30
right valve 0.00 0.30
right valve 0.03 0.29
carapace 0.05 0.30 0,27
4. /няс?' ?я?не(/й.' Wide anteriorly and ventrally (except middle portion), 
narrower posteriorly. In  lower half of anterior part is generally the 
characteristic vestibulum. Line of concrescence and inner margin 
are markedly separated anteriorly. Selvage subperipheral, posteriorly 
runs a t a considerable distance from the outer margin, crossing 
straight caudal process.
5. .1/я/-у;'ня/ у;оге-гя7?а?з.- Few, straight, simple, a num ber are false. 
About 12 a t the anterior, 5 to 7 a t the ventral and 4 to 0 a t the poste­
rior.
G. //¿нус.' In  left valve groove, which is separated between one-quarter 
and tw o-third by an inner bar with edge-shaped posterior end.
The r i g h t  v a l v e  fits into the groove of left valve with an edge 
with slight curve before two-fifth of length.
7. Аопня/ /wc.s.' Few, large.
8. d/M.sc/e sro/'-y.' There are rows of four elongate adductor scar in both 
valves. The lowermost scars are smaller, the upperm ost in left valve 
is curved upward. In front of the upper two scars the frontal scar
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of two separated [tarts is situated. I ts  forwardtv and somewhat up- 
wardiy curved part surrounds the smaHer. circular [tart. M andibular 
scar is situated  more forward, before the lowermost adductor scar.
9. F7ye-.spoL Absent.
10. Left valve larger, orer/up.s right.
11. A smaHer part of the forms is more elongate, probaly these are males. 
R e m a r k s :
In specimens from G ant the parallelism of dorsal and ventral outlines is 
more pronounced as compared to th a t in specimens o f Haskins (] 970) from 
the  typo locality, and the posterior end is somewhat blunter. Taking 
the  m arked variability o f this species into consideration, these slight 
differences cannot be regarded as of taxonom ic value.
Geological and geographical distribution:
Lutetian  — Stampian: France 
? Bartonian: Belgium, the Netherlands 
Ledian — Tongrian: England 
U pper Eocene — Lower Oligocene: GDR 
Upper Eocene: USSR 
Lower Eocene: India
Materia): A bout 30 left valves and about 30 right valves.
Fam iliaC ytheruridae G. W. Müller, 1894 
Genus Paracytheridea G. \V. Midler, 1894 
Paracytheridea g radata  (Bosquet, 1832) n. ssp. ?
PI. I I , Fig. 12.
1832. C y thereg rada ta  Bosquet. 1852—Bosquet, pp. 127-128 , pi. V I, 
fig. 11.
1953. Paracytheridea g radata  (Bosquet, 1832) — Apostolescu, pp. 
249 — 250, pi. I I , fig. 25.
1937. Paracytheridea (Paracytheridea) g rada ta  (Bosquet, 1852) — 
Keij, p. 159, pi. XXII .  figs. 2 — 4.
?1959. Paracytheridea g radata  (Bosquet, 1852) — Moves, p. 12, pi. 3, 
fig. G.
1961. Paracytheridea g radata  (Bosquet, 1852) — Deltel, p. 12G, pi. 9. 
fig. 138.
1966. Paracytheridea g radata  (Bosquet, 1852) — Moussou, pp. 72 — 73, 
pi. 20*, figs. 8 2 a - c .
1969. Paracvtheridea g radata  (Bosquet, 1852) — Ducasse, p. 88, pi. 
VI, fig. 124.
1970. Paracytheridea gradata  (Bosquet, 1852) — Haskins, p. 18, pi. 2, 
figs. 4 — 9.
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Description:
1. <SAupe.* In  o u t  h e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline of l e f t  
v a l v e  angular, stra ight between one- and four-fifth of maximal 
height and roughly perpendicular to the  dorsal outline, then braking 
with about 110° angle, runs to cardinal angle (about a quarter of 
length). Here an ab rup t recess occurs (rem arkably coarse cardinal 
angle), then the dorsal outline stra ight (except parts mentioned in 
ornam entaion) to  slightly more than  three-quarter of length, where 
grades into the convex tine of posterior outline with an about 110° 
angle break. Posterior outline forms prominent caudal process, with a 
truncate  end a t one-sixth maximal height. Ventral line of posterior 
outline is parallel to dorsal outline. Ventral outline is formed by the 
ventrolateral wing-like extension, which ends perpendicularly to the 
dorsal line of posterior outline, slightly behinti tw o-third of length. 
H alf of the distance between this perpendicular end and caudal end 
is covered by the projected posteroventral spine. Ventral outline 
straight to one-sixth of length, and nearly parallel with dorsal outline. 
Here grades with an about 140° angle into anterior outline, which is 
broken with 110° angle a t about one-fifth of maximal height. Height a t 
anterodorsal angle.
In i n n e r  l a t e r a l  v i e  w dorsal outline completely straight, 
ventral outline slightly concave throughout.
In  d o r s a l  v i e w  o f  l e f t  v a l v e  the outline rises with 45° 
angle to about one-third of length, horizontal to half-length, where a 
blunt, short, spiniform process occurs, then slopes with 90° angle to 
the  half of maxima! width. In the following portions slopes with 30° 
angle to seven-eighth of length, with an oblique, backwardly pro­
jected spine in the middle. Slope between seven-eighth length and 
caudal end is lower than  10° angle.
2. D/'/m/HCHtab'o/?.' The main ornam entation element is the  ventral wing­
like extension. I t  bears a sharp, ridge-like edge from the  anterior m ar­
gin throughout. From  one-third of length to end of extension three 
anterodorsally directed processes run. with intervening depressions. 
The last forms the ridge running between the end of extension and 
valve-center, the anterior is a ventrally  removed, bisected subcentral 
tubercle. In front of this, between the cardinal angle and ventral 
extension, runs a  costa nearly parallel to the anterior margin. Behind 
the  extension, a large, wide, posteroventrally directed spine is situa­
ted. The eye-tubercle is situated  in the  depressive surface between 
subcentral tubercle and half of dorsal outline. On dorsal side a promi­
nent surface-part occurs between half and five-eighth o f length, modi­
fying the runing o f dorsal outline. Posterior and anterior parts are 
smooth, middle part is weakly, irregularly reticulated.
3. .VcrrsMrcwe/d.s.' IL  H  W
left valve 0.49 0.20 0.17
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4. Inner ?a?ne??a; R ather wide anterioriy and posterio ry . Line of concres­
cence and inner margin coincide, caudaiiy deviate from outer margin. 
Seivage subperipherat.
5. .Haryana/ pore-canale; Few, simple, straight.
6. Hinye; In  1 e f  t  v a l v e  there is incompletely closed socket anteriorly 
and posteriorly. On anterior part of median crenulate bar, tooth-like 
structu re  o f three strong lobes occurs.
7. NornraJ paras; Few, ra ther large.
8. .1/a.sc/e -scans; N ot seen.
9. A'yg-.spa/; Prom inent a t caudal angle.
C o m p a r i s o n :
On the basis of the  description and figure given by K  e ij (1957), the G ant 
form resembles the type of Paracytheridea gradata  (Bosquet, 1852) from 
France. However, the Gant specimens differ in having a different running 
of the caudal process and protrusions dom inating the ornam entation, 
which suggest new subspecies. Only a single left valve is known so far, 
thus an adequate designation of a new subspecies requires additional 
specimens.
Geological and geographical distribution:
Middle Eocene — ? Burdigalian: France 
Ypresian — Barter.¡an: Belgium, the  N etherlands 
Ypresian — TongHan: England 
M aterial: One left valve.
Fam ilia Hem icytheridae Puri. 1953 
Genus Caudites Coryell. Fields, 1937 
Caudites monsmirabiliensis Apostolcscu, 1955 
PI. H . Fig. 10.
1955. Caudites monsmirabiliensis Apostolescu, 1955 — Apostolescu, 
p. 251. pi. II. figs. 33 — 34.
?1959. Caudites minsmirabiliensis Apostolcscu, 1955 — Ducasse, p. 57, 
pi. X X I. fig. 4.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. <SAupc; In  o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e  w anterior outline o f 1 e f t  
v a l v e  strongly rounded asymm etrically, upper part truncate . I t  
encloses with the stra igh t dorsal outline an about 140° angle a t the 
one-quarter of the length (at the caudal angle). Cardinal angle pro­
jected. The straight dorsal outline runs to five-sixth of length, between 
five-eighth and three-quarter of length it is d isrupted by the projected 
dorsal ridge. Upper half of posterior outline deeply concave, per­
pendicular to dorsal outline a t the  s ta rt, bu t finally encloses an angle 
smaller than  10°. Caudal part acute, lower and upper lines of posterior
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outline enclose an about 55° angle a t  the s ta rt. Tins angle decreases 
to  about 25° later, at six-seventh of length, where the posterior outline 
rounds into ventral outline. Ventral outline deviates from dorsal, 
strongly asymm etric between half and quarter of length, where a 
sinus occurs. A nterior outline with weak dent m utation. lower line of 
posterior ouline shows 5 to 6 stronger denticles, the middle of the upper 
line bears a single denticle. Height a t anterodorsa! angle.
[n i n n e r l a t e r a l  v i e  w outer margin completely straight 
dorsally, its ventral depression is somewhat deeper than  th a t o f o u t­
line.
In d o r s a 1 v i e  w shape of side is nearly parallel to about the half 
of maximal width to one-quarter of length, then rises to three-eighth 
o f length with about 30° angle, slightly depressive between the sub­
central tubercle and ventral ridge, and slopes from ventral ridge with 
40—50° angle, finally parallel to about one-third of maxima! width. 
Dorsal ridge ends nearly perpendicularly to  dorsal margin.
2. D/wawmw/aflow.' Wide and coarse marginal ridge runs anteriorly through­
out the valve, except dorsal margin. Before half of valve-length, 
prominent subcentral tubercle occurs. Between half and three-quarter 
o f length runs the dorsal ridge, which encloses a small angle with 
dorsal outline, finally modifying the latter. A t the end it breaks per­
pendicularly to the dorsal outline, and with an another break encloses 
a 45° angle with its main line, and fade into the  valve surface a t one- 
quarter of height. Ventral ridge prominent only between half and two- 
th ird  of length, with strongly upwardly curved end. Side-surface 
depressive anteriorly, and between the cardinal angle and subcentral 
tubercle. Front the line between the ends o f ventral and dorsal ridges, 
the  surface slopes abruptly  towards the depressive caudal [tart. A n­
terior and caudal parts arc smooth. The prominent side-surface and 
the dorsal depression slightly, irregularly reticulated. The subcentral 
tubercle is smooth.
3. d / L  I t
right valve 0.54 0.25
4. /wwer la/weMir W idest anteriorly, where the line of concrescence 
deviates from inner margin. Prominent vestibulum. Selvage subperi­
pheral.
5. l/arylwa/ pmv'-rcwaGr about 30 anteriorly, about 12 posteroventrally. 
Generally simple, straight.
6. /Dwyer In  r i g h t  v a l v e  the anterior element is a "two-stepped" 
tooth, anterom edian is a closed socket, the posteromedian is a groove, 
and the posterior is a "tw o-stepped", acute tooth.
7. Abn'Miw? pore.-,'.' Scattered, large.
8. l/wsf/e gears.' N ot seen.
0. /fye-.s'po/r Strong in cardinal angle.
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R e m a r k s :
The G ant form is somewhat iess acute caudallv, more concave ventrally 
and slightly more asym m etric anteriorly than  the type. W ith these featu ­
res it  resembles Caudites sp. t. described by D e ! t  e ! (1961), however, 
its ornam entation is closer to thet of the type. On the basis of the  avai­
lable single rig lit vatve, these small differences cannot he interpreted 
even as o f subspecific.
Geologica! and geographical distribution:
Lower Eocene — U pper Eocene + Stam pian: France 
Material: One right valve.
Familia Linocytheridae Klie, 1938 
Genus Cytheridella Dadav. 1905 
Cytheridella ? gantensis n. s().
PI. I f , Figs. 1 5 -1 7 .
Derivatio nominis: A fter the name of the locality.
Holotypus: R ight valve; reposited in the type collection o f the H ungarian 
Geological Survey.
Locus typicus: Bauxite-pit of Bagolyhegy-hill. G ant, Transdanubian 
Central M ountains, Hungary.
S tratum  typicum : L utetian  Stage, mollusc-bearing marl.
Diagnosis: Anteriorly strongly, posteriorly less asymm etrically rounded 
form, with prominent anterom edian sulcus and weakly, densely 
p itted  surface.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1 In  o u t  e r l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline of r i g h t
v a l v e  asymmetrically rounded, its upper half truncate, and arches 
into dorsal outline with about 140° angle a t one-f]uartor of length. 
Dorsal outline nearly straight, gradually curves into the nearly 
asym m etrically rounded posterior outline, which weakly truncate  
dorsally. Ventral outline slightly concave throughout, the sinus is 
sym m etrical with a maximum a t half-length. H eight anterior. 
A nterior outline of l e f t  v a l v e  more asymm etric, the arch into 
the  dorsal outline is more gradual. Posterior angle on dorsal outline 
prom inent, dorsal half of posterior outline d istinctly  truncate, very 
slightly concave, its venlra! half is rounded with a rathersm aH radius 
and gradually curves into t ie  ventral outline, which runs sim ilarly as 
th a t of right valve.
In  i n n e r l a t e r a l  v i e w  outline coincides with outer margin. 
In  d o r s a 1 v i e  w the shape of sides rises with about 20° angle to 
one-sixth of length then arches convexelv (with 45—10° angle) to 
five-tw elfth of length, and rises with 20° angle to  seven-twelfth of 
length. From  this point it  slopes with about 15° angle to after five-
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six th  of length, then curves with 45 — 90° angle neariy to the valve- 
end, where grades into a very short margin o f 45° slope. In a smaller 
p a rt of the speciemens the  slope from seven-twelfth of length is 
constant nearly throughout, with an angle of about 45°.
2. bb'/MMe/dfdio?;.' Valve-surface finely p itted . Along anterom arginal 
rim weak ridge occurs, which especially prom inent in right valve. 
In  the upper part o f the valve, the junction o f the anterior and dorsal 
outline, the part of dorsal outline at half-length, as well as the area 
between dorsal outline and muscle-scars, show depressions. Ventral 
p a rt o f valves extended, abrupt towards ventral margin.
3. .1/cU.SM 7T'M!C7;?.S'.' L H
right valve 0.7G 0.35
right valve 0.77 0.37
left valve 0.80 0,39
left valve 0.78 0.35
4. /HMer R ather wide anteriorly, bu t very th in , thus the promi­
nent vestibulum is visible rarely and fragm entarily. Marginal none 
rather narrow anteriorly and posteriorly too. Prominent selvage in 
both valves, in right valve near the line o f concrescence: in left 
valve in somewhat outw ardly remover! position. In both valves its 
running posteriorly deviates from the outline and is removed inward. 
Posteroventrally strong flange is visible.
5. .t/upp'/m/ porc-cMMu/.S'.' Rather numerous anteroventrallv. simple, 
straight.
G. //¿'g/c.' In r i g h t  v a l v e  hinge-elements are positive, hardly 
divided from selvage, anteriorly and posteriorly a  hardly prominent, 
undivided tooth  occurs, with intervening median bar. AH these 
hinge-elements fit into the corresponding groove of I e f  t v a I v c.
7 — 8. Aw/Mu/ pores and MMsc/e -srur.s not seen.
9. Eye-.spo/.' Absent.
10. Left valve slightly orcr/ups right.
11. The few more elongate, low specimens are probably the males: these 
slow  the posteriorly less inflated valves m entioned in dorsal view's 
description.
C o m p a r i s o n :
Morphologically this form has no Tertiary  allies. Its visible outer and 
inner features, as well as its sexual dimorphism suggest agreement with 
the Recent genus of Daday. The uncertain generic sta tus is necessitated 
by the  partially  incomplete preservation.
Material: Eight right valves and three left valves.
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Fam ilia Loxoconchidae Sars, 1925 
Genus Loxoconcha Sars. 1866 
Loxoconcha sp.
PI. IT, Fig. 18.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. In  o u t  h e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline of l e f t  
v a l v e  asym m etrically rounded, its upper part truncate . I t  encloses 
with dorsal outline an about 140° angle behind the one-sixth of the 
length. Dorsal outline nearly stra ight (obscured by the coarse o rna­
m entation) to six-seventh o f length, where encloses also with posterior 
outline a nearly 140° angle. Upper line o f posterior outline stra igh t in 
the part corresponding to one-fifth of maximal length, lower line 
slightly convex, the two lines arc perpendicular to  each other. Ventral 
outline is formed by the ventral wing-like extension between one-fifth 
and tw o-third of length, its running is hardly convex. The transition  
of ventral and anterior outlines — because o f the  dam age -  cannot be 
studied. Height a t eve-tubercle.
In i n n e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  the  one outer margin of l e f t  
v a l v e  strongly deviates from the margin ventrally, and shows a 
deep sinus between one- and tw o-third of length.
In d o r s a l  v i e  w the  side-surface rises with about 35° angle to 
onc-quater of length, then with 10 to 8° angle to tw o-third of length, 
and slopes with about 50° angle to nine-tenth of length then with 
10° angle to the end of the valve.
2. (b'7;a??ie?d:dio7?.- Left valve surface coarsely, irregularly reticulate, with 
sharp riblets. Reticulation absent on the  flattened caudal part. Near 
the anterior margin runs a fine anterom arginal ridge, from which 
anteriorly no reticulation is visible. Dorsal side shows a downwardlv 
narrowing, very shallow triangular depression. The ridge-like costa 
running on the ventral extension breaks upwardly near the  ventral 
outline, at about tw o-third o f length and ends near th ree-quarter 
length acutely.
In  ventral view the ventral extension shows paired costa parallel to 
the outline, which ends perpendicularly towards the ventral margin. 
Valve -parts below these costae are depressive.
O rnam entation becomes coarser posterodorsallv and is sim ilar to 
radial ribbing anteriorly.
3. .Ifea.s'MrcMMHO.' L II W/2
left valve 0.37 0 .i9  0.10
4. Imwer Za/wcZ/u.' Wide anteriorly, inner margin and line o f concrescence 
slightly deviate anteriorly, narrow vestibulum is present. Selvage 
subperipheral.
7 ANXALES — Sectio Geologioa — T<nm:s X IX .
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5. A nteriorly 8 straight, simple pore-caiiaV^ are visible.
6. /G??ye.* In l e f t  v a l v e  small socket anteriorly, which is surrounded 
bv the anterom edian tooth. Posteriomcdian element is a finely crenu- 
late  bar, posterior element cannot be seen.
7. iYon/m/ porca.- R ather few, large.
8. dÍM-scVe .sea/a.' N ot seen.
9. Ayc-.spo .̂- Prom inent before one-third of length, near to the dorsal 
outline (behind the cardinal angle).
R e m a r k s :
The R ánt form resembles the species Loxoconcha curryi Keij. 1937 and 
Loxoconcha lim bata Haskins, 1971 in shape and ornam entation. Li the 
type figures of the former the shape is thicker, the dorsal outline more 
irregular and the end of the ventral costa is different. The la tte r form 
seems to be closer in shape, however, in the Gánt specimen the outline 
— because of the  overhang o f the ventral extension — is somewhat 
different, and the antcrom arginal ridge is weaker, the ventral ridge is 
less projected and its anterior and posterior running and ending are also 
different. Because of the single, incompletely preserved valve, the precise 
identification is impossible.
Material: One single left valve.
F am íliaSchixocvtheridae Howe, 1901 
Genus Schixocythere Triebel. 1950 
Schixocythere depressa (Méhes, 1936)
PI. I ff , Figs. 1 - 4 .
1930. Eucytherura depressa Méhes, 1930 — Méhes, pp. 25—20, pl. I l l ,  
figs. 5 — 8.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. <S7;apc.- In  o u t h e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline of l e f t  
v a l v e  rounded asymm etrically, its upper part truncate, encloses 
with the nearly straight dorsal outline a 120—130°angle, somewhat 
before one-quarter o f length. The straight running of dorsal outline 
is disturbed by the prominent cardinal angle, and the strong, obliquely 
projected spiniform element. A t five-sixth of length the dorsal outline 
rounds into the posterior outline, of which upper line is markedly 
concave and encloses with its lower line a 90° angle a t about one-third 
of length. This lower line rounds from slightly concave into convex 
and bears a strong posteroventral spine behind five-sixth length. 
The caudal process arising from the junction of the two lines is roun­
ded or truncate. The slightly curved ventral outline is formed by the 
ventral ridge betwen one- and tw o-third of length. Because of the 
processes of the ornam entation elements, the lower part of the an ­
terior outline shows 3 to 4 projections. Height anterior, near to the 
cardinal angle.
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A nterior outline of r i g h t  v a l v e  more trunca te  above, encloses 
w ith dorsal outline an about 140° angle near one-third o f length. 
Dorsal outline slightly convex, w ithout strong cardinal angle and 
posterior spine, bu t the strong break a t  the  junction with posterior 
outline is present.
In  inn e r  l a t e r a l  v ie w  ventral outline o f l e f t  v a l v e  shows 
a shallow sinus between about one-quarter and one-third o f length, 
with maximal concavity behind one-third o f length.
In  d o r s a  1 v i e w  anterior side-surface rises with 45° angle to 
one-quarter of length, with about 20° to  five-ninth o f length, then 
slopes with about 40° angle to nine-tenth of length, finally with about 
30° angle to the posterior end.
2. Ob'/M/Mc/dub'o?;.' L e f t  v a l v e  surface irregularly reticulate. On 
ventral side a prom inent, arched ventral ridge occurs, which is formed 
by the strengthening of two costae. The lower runs from lower part 
of anterior margin towards ventral margin, then forms the ventral 
outline with a convex arch, and ends ab rup tly  in front of posterior 
spine. The upper costa arises near the lower th ird  of the m aximal 
height, from anterior margin, to  one-third is convergent, then  parallel 
to the lower costa, and a t the ending o f th is la tte r, fades into the 
reticulation. Behind lower costa, with a  separating interspace, a 
strong, obliquely backward-oriented spine occurs. Valve surface 
under lower costa is concave and reticulate. Along the dorsal margin 
the strengthening of the reticulation forms a weak dorsal ridge, which 
most prominent posterodorsally and near the  cardinal angle; in te r­
vening valve surface depressive. Along anterior margin — especially 
in its lower part — reticulation is weak or absent in wide zones. Above 
the two costae o f ventral margin, an other, weaker and shorter costa 
runs to the  anterior margin. One or two weak longitudinal costae 
m ay run onto caudal process. Reticulation weaker anterodorsallv 
and centrally. Reticulation becomes sharper posteriorlv. 
Ornam entation of r i g h t  v a l v e  is similar.
3. L H  W
left valve 0.44 0.27
left valve 0.40 0.27
left valve 0.42 0.28
left valve 0.41 0.27
left valve 0.40 0.26
right valve 0.44 0.26
right valve 0.42 0.27
right valve 0.40 0.26
right valve 0.42 0.27
right valve 0.40 0.25
carapace 0.44 0.28 0.27
carapace 0.45 0.28 0.27
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4. /Hwer Wide anteriorly and posteriorly. Line o f concrescence
coincides with inner margin. Flange strong, selvage runs centrally.
5. JiaryiHa? pore-ca/iaJs.' Few, straight, simple.
6. / / ¿wye.' In  1 e f  t  v a l v e  strong anterior socket, bifid tooth, crenu- 
late median bar and elongate crenulate posterior socket.
In  r i g h t  v a l v e  anteriorly strong "tw o-stepped" bifid tooth, 
socket, median crenulate groove and posteriorly crenulate, elongate 
tooth.
7. iYorwaJ pores.* Few, large, sieve-type, situated  in interspaces of the 
reticulation.
8. .IfMAY'/c writs'.' H ardly visible in detail.
0. /G/e-.s-po/; Prom inent on cardinal angle in both valves.
10. Left valve oreHups right dorsally.
11. A part of the specimens is o f more elongate, these are probably males.
12. In undeveloped forms the  smaller size is associated with weaker 
ornam entation and less-developed hinge.
R e m a r k s :
The studied specimens can be identified with the species described by 
M b h e s  (1036). Certain parts o f the original description — especially 
the hinge — are inaccurate. I t  is caused by the unadequate equipments 
and the bad preservation
The Gant specimens differ from Schizocythere appendicula Triebel, 1950 
in having straighter ventral outline, more prom inent cardinal and pos- 
terodorsa! angles, more pronounced caudal process and different details 
in the ornam entation. From  the French L utetian Ueltel (1961) figured 
forms, under the name Schixocythree appendicula, which seem to belong 
rather into the species of Mehes. The close relation of the two species 
seems to be obvious, however, because of the lostness of the holotype, 
the recognition of the degree o f relation needs further studies on m ate­
rial from the type locality.
Geological and geographical distribution:
Middle? Eocene; Budapest- vicinity, Hungary.
Material: 100 right and left valves, three carapaces.
[''amilia Tracylcberididae Sylvester-Bradley, 1948 
Genus Hradleya Hornibrook, 1952 
Hradleya validornata hungarica n. ssp.
PI. I l l ,  Figs. 5 - 8 .
Derivatio nominis: A fter Hungary.
Holotypus: Left valve, reposited in the type collection of the Hungarian 
Geological Survey.
Locus typicus: Bauxite-pit of Bagolyhegy-hill, Gant, Transdanubian 
Central M ountains, Hungary.
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Stratum  tvpicum : L utetian  Stage, moHusc-bearing mari.
Diagnosis: A form with denticulate anterior margin and strong ventral 
and dorsal costae.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. <S7iupe.' In  o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline o f l e f t  
v a l v e  rounded asymm etrically, with great radius in its upper 
tw o-third. Anterior outline encloses with dorsal outline a 120° angle 
a t about one-fifth of length. The straight running of dorsal outline is 
modified bv a slight protrusion at cardinal angle and the  extension 
between one-third and three-quarter of length. Dorsal outline breaks 
upward by 150° angle threequarter o f length and ends with a  spini- 
form projection. The upper part of the joining posterior outline is 
concave in the sta rt, nearly perpendicular to the  main direction o f the 
dorsal outline. Its  lower portion slightly convex, somewhat angularly 
grades into the weakly convex ventral outline, which is formed bet­
ween two-fifth and seven-tenth by the ventral ridge. Lower line 
of posterior margin bears 5 denticles, and its junction with the  upper 
line an other, differently directed, smaller denticle occurs. Fine m ar­
ginal denticulation appears posteriorly. H eight near cardinal angle. 
In  r i g h t  v a l v e  the anterior outline is more sym m etrical, rounds 
into dorsal outline a t about one-third of length, with a 140° angle, 
cardinal angle w ithout protrusion, dorsal outline nearly straight, the 
short posterior portion of the dorsal outline m arkedly concave, which 
results a  more pronounced spiniform projection between the dorsal 
outline and the concave lino o f posterior outline.
In i n n e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  the outer margin in left valve straight 
dorsallv, deviates from outline. Both valves show ventral sinus on 
outer margin between one-sixth and tw o-third of length.
In  d o r s a l  v i e  w the valves are anteriorly  parallel to about 
one-quarter o f maximal width up to one-tenth of length, then rise 
with about 45° angle to one-third of length. From this to three- 
quarter length the outline of sides is uneven, nearly parallel, then 
slopes with about 45° angle to nine-tenth of length, finally parallel 
to about one-quarter of m aximal width.
Ventral ridge in v e n t r a l  v i e w  of c a r a p a c e is slightly 
asymm etrical, rises with about 20° angle in left valve, with 30° 
angle in right valve. Ridges end perpendicularly to hinge-direction 
in both valves.
2. Or7iaMM?dfdM7;.' Along anterior margin of l e f t  v a l v e  a ridge 
runs, which extends onto anterior third of the ventral part. Between 
half and three-quarter length a  strong dorsal ridge appears, which 
breaks with 90° angle a t its end, and fade into reticulation a t upper 
one-third of local height. Ventral ridge similarly strong, it is formed 
by two slightly arched, posteriorly somewhat divergent costae. The 
upper costa ends a t about one-sixth o f local height, lower one ends 
below ventral margin. Valve-surface coarsely reticulate throughout,
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the polygonal reticulation is formed by sharp, ridge-like riblets, 
which are arranged into two concentric rows anteriorly and more 
irregularly in o ther parts. The weakly developed subcentral tubercle 
appears slightly before half-length.
In  r i g h t  v a l v e  the ridges — especially the dorsal one — deve­
loped more weakly.
3. L H
left valve 0.92 0.53
left valve 0.89 0.52
left valve 0.85 0.52
right valve 1.04 0.50
right valve 0.90 0.50
right valve 0.87 0.50
4. /янег /я/яе<7п.' R ather wide antcro- and posteroventrally. Line of 
concrescence and inner margin coincide. Selvage distinct, subperi- 
phcral.
5. .1/ягу?'пя7 роге-сяяя/.ч.- Numerous (higher than  20), about 10 posteriorly 
Fspacially dense anteroventrally . Simple, straight, with ampullae 
in outer third.
6. In  l e f t  v a l v e  anterior socket, small anterom edian tooth, 
smooth posteromedian bar and relatively large posterior socket.
In r i g h t  v a l v e  anterior element is a strong tooth, antero­
median element is a small socket, which continues in a smooth pos­
terom edian groove. Posterior tooth elongate, arched.
7. ,Vo/'n?u/ pores.' Numerous, large, sieve-tvpe.
8. .Рм.чг/е .scnr.s-.' The four elongate adductor scars are arranged in a 
single row, with 2 frontal scars before.
9. ТУре-лроР Pronounced, slightly behind and below cardinal angle, 
in. Left valve oeer/npg right considerably a t cardinal angle.
11. A part of the  specimens are of more elongate, with weaker ridge; 
these probably are males.
C o m p a r i s o n :
In relation to the type subspecies of P  i e t  г и e n i u к (1969), this form 
shows pronounced ventral and dorsal ridges and finely denticulated an te ­
rior margin.
Material: Seven right valves and four left valves.
Genus Echinocythereis Puri, 1954 
Echinocythereis dadayana (Méhes, 1941)
PI. I l l ,  Figs. 9 - 1 1 .
1936. Cythercis dadayi Méhes, 1936 -  Méhes, pp. 4 0 -4 2 , pi. IV, figs.
12—13. (non Cvthereis dadayi Zalányi, 1913).
1941. Cythereis dadayana Méhes, 1941, nom. nov. — Méhes, p. 43.
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D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. S?Aape.' Anterior outline in o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  of  l e f t  
v a l v e  rounded asymm etrically, radius o f roundness is ra ther 
small in the lower part. A nterior outline a t one-third of length curves 
into the nearly stra ight dorsal outline, o f which straight running is 
d iturbed by the protrusion of the cardinal angle. Dorsal outline angu­
larly grades into posterior outline, with about 120° angle, slightly 
behind nine-tenth of length. Upper part of posterior outline slightly 
concave, lower part gradually curves — after a strong break — into 
ventral outline, which hardly concave in its running. Lower part of 
anterior outline finely denticulate, lower line of posterior outline 
bears 4 to  5 denticles. Height a t cardinal angle.
Anterior outline of r i g h t v a l v e  is nearly symm etrical, dorsal 
outline uneven, wit!) short, protruded portion near to  tw o-fifth of 
length, and with inclined posterior portion. U pper line of posterior 
outline markedly concave, thus the valve is acute caudally. Ventral 
outline shows strong asymm etrical sinus between about one-quarter 
and three-fifth of length, with maximal concavity a t two-fifth of 
length.
In  i n n e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  outer margin deviates from the o u t­
line in both valves, stra igh t dorsallv and shows strong asym m etric 
sinus ventrallv.
In  d o r s a 1 v i e w  the surfaces are parallel to one-sixth o f m axi­
mal width up to one-twelfth o f length, rise with 30° angle to  about 
five-twelfth of length, from this part are parallel to about tw o-third 
of length, then slopes with about 20° angle to  five-sixth of length, 
and with about 40° angle to eleven-twelfth o f length, and finally 
are parallel to the one-quarter of maximal width.
2. L e f t  v a l v e  surface bears dense longitudinal, 
irregularly branching and convergent costation, w ith transversal 
elements, which result a common ornam entetion network. Near 
ventral margin a strong ventral costa occurs, which runs from the 
maximum of ventral sinus to the four-fifth o f length, and ends ab ­
ruptly  towards the surface. Surface below ventral costa nearly per­
pendicular to the plane between the  valves. Starting from half- 
length, a short, slightly arched costa runs dorsallv, which ends 
abruptly  towards surface before the end of dorsal outline. R eticula­
tion confines to certain parts of the surface, absent behind the  con­
necting line between posterior ends of the two costae, and in anterior 
th ird  of surface. Coarseness of ornam entation varies individually. 
Ornam entation of r i g h t  v a l v e  is similar.
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3. .IfeusM rewcHts.* L H
left valve 0.77 0.46
left valve 0.80 0.45
left valve 0.74 0.44
right valve 0.83 0.42
right valve 0.78 0.41
right valve 0.76 0.40
4. /??72e?' /uwe//u.' Wide anteriorly and posteriorly, inner margin and 
line of concrescence coincide. Selvage stronger in right valve, situated 
in the outer third, with inner striae.
5. JMayyiwaf Dense, straight, some bifurcatin ''.
6. //Dgye. I n r i g h l  v a l v e  strong, "tw o-stepped" anterior tooth, 
smaller socket with associated smooth median groove and arched, 
lamellar, somewhat lohatc posterior tooth.
In 1 e f t  v a I v e anterior socket is followed hv a smaller, knob­
like tooth, which continues into smooth median bar; posterior cle­
ment is a narrow, arched, ventrallv somewhat open socket.
7. jYonaa/ pores* hew, open.
8. №/sc?e .SYO/'.s.* A nterior to the  row offour elongate adductor scars two 
frontal scars arc present. Dart ¡ally constricted or subdivided adductor 
scars are obliquely oriented, their row is vertical.
9. /G/c-^poC* Clearly developed.
10. b e lt valve slightly orcr/op.s* right dorsallv and ventrally
11. A part of the specimens are of much elongate, these arc probabl v that 
males.
R e m a r k s :
J his studied form with its outer and inner features suggests a range into 
the genus Echinocythcrcis. However, it is unusual, th a t this genus, 
known previously as a deep-water form, occurs in a shallow-water, near­
shore, even brackish-water environm ent. I t  is a  common form in other 
localities in Hungary. (According to preliminary studies, in al cases in 
shallow-water, near-shore assemblages.)
Geological and geographical distribution:
Middle? Eocene: Budapest-vicinity, Hungarv.
Material: 30 right valves and left valves, 1 carapace.
Genus Hcrm anites Puri. 1055 
H erm anites acuticosta gantensis n. ssp.
PI. IV. Figs. 3 - 6 .
Derivation nominis: A fter the name of the locality.
Holotypus: Left valve; reposited in the type collection of the H ungarian 
Geological Survey.
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Locus typicus: B auxite-pit of Bagolyhegy-hill, G4nt, T ransdanubian 
Cantra! M ountains, Hungary.
S tratum  tvpicum : L utetian Stage, moHuse-bearing mar!.
Diagnosis: Posteriorly more acute valves, as compared to those of the 
nom inate subspecies, with radial costae anterom arginally. In  left 
valve the cardinal angle is spiniform, projected.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. «SAape.' In  o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline o f l e f t  
v a l v e  rounded asymmetrically, with truncate  upper quarter. 
A nterior outline with fine denticulation. which is covered bv the 
strong anteromarginal ridge in some places. I t  encloses with dorsal 
outline an about 135° angle behind one-quarter o f length. Antero- 
dorsa! angle is projected highly above dorsal margin. From  three- 
eighth of length the dorsal outline is formed by the two lamellar 
protrusions of the dorsal ridge, with an interspace near five-eighth 
of length. The small projected lamella in the postercdorsal angle 
makes the dorsal outline more uneven. Near five-sixth of length the 
dorsal outline grades — with a sharp break — into posterior outline, 
which is stra igh t or somewhat concave in its upper tw o-third, bears a 
strong.overhanging spine in its middle portion, and after a brc::x of 
about 9<)° angle in the lower th ird , it rounds gradually  into ventral o u t­
line. This side shows four strong spines. Ventral outline has an asvm- 
m etricsinus between one- and t¡tree-quarter o f lenght, which is slightly 
covered by the ventral ridge. Ventral outline rounds with a  small 
radius into anterior.
In r i g h t  v a I v e the postcrodorsal outline is just projected, dorsal 
outline less broken a t the junction with posterior outline. Upper 
line of posterior outline is markedly concave, thus the caudal [¡art 
is more elongate. Upper line rounds into lower with an about 70° 
angle. The sinus of the  ventral outline is more asymm etric.
In  i n n e r  l a t e r a l  v i e  w outer margin considerably deviates 
from outline dorsally, where it is straight. The sinus o f ventral 
outline is also more pronounced than th a t o f outline, with maxima! 
concavity before half-length.
In d o r s a 1 v i e w  the surface is parallel to one-third of width 
to about one-eighth of length, rises with about 30° angle to three- 
eighth o f length, nearly parallel to five-eighth of length, then slopes 
with about 30° angle to seven-eighth of length and finally parallel to 
one-quarter of width.
In  v e n t r a l  v i e  w ventral ridge extends to three-quarter of 
length and rises with about 20° angle (the rise decreases toward its 
end).
2. L e f t  v a l v e  shows sharp, lamellar anterom ar- 
gonal ridge. The strong, lamellar dorsal ridge forms the greater part of 
the dorsal outline. I t  is divided into two lamellae, the  posterior one 
rounds toward valve-center and ends abruptly  a t th ree-quarter of
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length, a t the upper th ird  of the  local height. Ventral ridge starts  
near the  ventral outline, from one-quarter of length, shows a weak 
arch towards ventral side, protrudes over ventral margin and ens 
in a spine before three-quarter of length, at one-sixth of local height. 
Strong spiniform elements are situated  in posterodorsal angle, in the 
middle portion of upper line of posterior outline, beside the end of 
ventral ridge and in the  middle of the space between posterior end 
and ends of the two ridges. Subcentral tubercle with numerous, 
smaller, protruding knobs. Four strong spines in the space between 
ridges behind, one strong spine .above and 5 smaller spines before 
subcentra) tubercle. From  anterom arginal ridge 6 radial costae run 
to  anterior spiniferous field. Weak, irregular reticulation visible 
throughout the spiny surface.
The ornam entation of the r i g h t  v a l v e  is similar.
3. L  H
left valve 0.59 0.33
left valve 0.57 0.32
left valve 0.54 0.32
left valve 0.59 0.33
right valve 0.57 0.30
right valve 0.57 0.31
right valve 0.59 0.33
4. Wide anteriorly and postcroventrally, line of conc­
rescence and inner margin coincide. Selvage subpcripheral.
5. .1/unp/n;/ /we-mom/s.' 35 anteriorly, about 15 posteroventrallv. 
Simple, straight, or slightly bent, with ampullae in their outer part.
6. //¿nye.* In l e f t  v a l v e  anterior socket, conical tooth and con­
necting crenulatc median bar, the  posterior element is a socket.
In  r i g  h t v a l v e  strong, "tw o-stepped" anterior tooth, socket 
and connecting crcnulate median groove, the posterior element is an 
arched, lobatc tooth.
7. Norma/ /wes.* Numerous, large, sieve-type.
8. №i-sele -scw.s.' Four m arkedly elongate adductor scars in a ventral 
row, the lower three are obliquely, anteriorly oriented. In  front of 
row of adductor scars, there are 2 close, circular frontal scars.
9. A'ye-.spot.' Well-developed at anterodorsal angle.
10. Left valve orcrJops right, especially a t anterodorsal angle.
11. The somewhat more elongated specimens are presumably the males.
C o m p a r i s o n :
This form differs from the nom inate subspecies (P i e t  r x e n i u k, 1965) 
in having stronger caudal acuteness, and costae joining anterom arginal 
ridge. The reticulation between the ridges is weaker, bu t more extended. 
Different is the distribution and num ber of the spines, as well as the more 
acutely projected cardinal angle. An other difference is the presence of 
the "tw o-stepped" tooth.
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The similarly close H . camelus turbidus Moos, 1068 has more nu­
merous ornam ental elements and different shape o f caudal end.
M aterial: 300 right and left valves.
Mermanites haidingcri paijenborchiana Keij, 1957 
PI. IV, Figs. 1 -  2.
1852. Cythere haidingeri (Reuss, 1860) — Bosquet, pp. 125— 126, 
pi. VI. fig. 10.
1955. Cvthereis haidingcri (Reuss, 1850) — Apostolescu, pp. 269, pi.
V II, figs. 114—115.
1957. H erm anites paijenborchiana Keij, 1957 — Keij, p. 110, pi. X V II, 
figs. 11 — 14, pi. X X I. figs. 10— 11.
?1961. Hermanites paijenborchiana Keij. 1957 — Deltel. pp. 168— 169, 
])1. 16, ifgs. 279 -280 .
1962. H erm anites paijenborchiana Keij, 1957 — H inte, pp. 180—182, 
pi. 1. fig. 5. pi. I II . figs. 1 — 2,8.10.
1969. Herm anites paijenborchiana Keij. 1957 — Seremeta, pp. 199 — 
200, p). X V III. figs. 15— 16.
1969. Herm anites paijenborchiana Keij. 1957 — Ducasse. p. 115. nl.
V III, fig. 169.
D*e s c r  i p t i o n :
1. X/iape.* In o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline of l e f t  
v a l v e  somewhat asymm etrically rounded, its upper part truncate. 
The nearly stra igh t dorsal outline, because of the coarse ornam en­
tation , runs unevenly, and encloses a 130° angle with the anterior 
outline. Dorsal outline protruded above eye-spot. The dorsal ridge 
and a posterodorsal extension also modifies the dorsal outline. Dorsal 
line o f posterior outline encloses 120— 130° angle with dorsal outline, 
w ith spiniform, protruded angle at the  junction. I ts  ventral line enclo­
ses 130—140° angle with the ventral outline. Dorsal line concave, 
ventral slightly convex. Ventral side of posterior outline shows 7 
spines, and an additional one in its lowermost part. Ventral outline 
nearly straight, divergent anteriorly from dorsal, and arches into 
anterior outline with a small radius. A nterior outline finely denticula­
ted, especially on its ventral part. H eight a t cardinal angle.
In  i n n e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  outer margin of left valve deviates 
from outline by the coarse ornam entation. Dorsal outline straight, 
posterior outline concave dorsallv, convex ventrallv, ventral outline 
bears shallow sinus between three- and seven-tenth o f length.
In d o r s a l  v i e w  the posterior portions of dorsal ridges in left 
valve are somewhat more projected.
In  v e n t  r a 1 v i e w  the ventral ridge of left valve rises with 30° 
from one-tenth to about four fifth  of length. Surface is parallel to 
about one-third of maximal width to one-tenth, then subcentral
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tubercle forms a, convexity to half-length. and the outiine is formed 
by the above described ventral ridge. From  th a t the outline slopes 
with 60 — 70° angle to five-sixth of legth, and finally parallel to one- 
th ird  of maximal width.
2. Or??a??M7;hdm??.' In  1 e f  t v a l v e ,  near to t the anterior margin, 
runs a parallel antcrom arginal ridge. Main ornam entation elements 
are the  ventral ridge, the dorsal ridge and the subcentral tubercle. 
The slightly curved ventral ridge arises near the ventral margin, and 
later removes from th a t.
Dorsal ridge arises a t three-tenth of legth, somewhat arched below 
dorsal outline, and roaches dorsal outline a t half-length. Dorsal outline 
is formed by the dorsal ridge to about four-fifth o f length, and, 
breaking with a 7f)—80° angle a t one-third of local height, it fades 
into the reticulation. Subccntral tubercle behind one-third of length. 
Secondary ornam entation is formed by netw ork-reticulation, which 
is weak in central part of subcentra] tubercle. Ornamentation is 
arranged in concetric row s along anterior m a r g i n ,  especially the three 
anterior spaces, where an additional, regular radial, arrangement, 
with 3 pronounced costae, appears. Around subccntral tubercle an 
annular arrangem ent of 12 spaces occurs. Reticulation is sponge­
like.
3 .  №?n-)'H7'PWC77/.S.' L  H
left valve 0.72 0.40
left valve 0.77 0.40
4. /n ae r /u/ae/Zu.' Moderately wide, inner margin coincides with line of 
concrescence and runs parallel to outer margin. Selvage is near to 
outer margin in left valve.
5. JA/ryZ/m/ po/'c-<a/aiAs'.' Approxim ately 20 anteriorly, 10 postcri- 
vcntrally, straight, simple, partially with ampullae.
6. ///aye.* In l e f t  v a 1 v e large, closed anterior socket, anteromedian 
element is a smaller tooth, which continues into the smooth postero­
median bar, posterior element is a socket, which is open towards 
valve-interior.
7. AT/'/nnZ pu/CA.* Large, their num ber corresponds to the spaces of 
the reticulation.
8. .l/a-sr/e .sca/.s.' In front of the ventral row of four adductor scars, a 
"V '-shapcd frontal scar is situated.
9. A'yc-.s-po/.' Well developed at anterodorsal angle.
10. The more elongate specimens arc probably the males.
11. Beside smaller size and weaker calcification, the embriónál valves 
are characterized by weakly-developed inner lamella and hinge.
R e m a r k s :
The French Lutetian forms were described by Keij (1957) as new species
H. paijcnborchiana, who regarded its less regular anterior ornam entation
and laterally more projected dorsal ridge as main distinguishing features
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from the  Miocene H. haidingeri. if into in 1962 described from the  Eocene 
of Sonneberg Herm anites paijenborchiana specimens w ith a more regu­
lar anterior ornam entation, which is ciose to  th a t  o f H. haidingeri. The 
regularity of the anterior ornam entation may be different in several 
subspecies of H . haidingeri.
On the basis of the literature, H. paijenborchiana and H . haidingeri 
can be distinguished only on subspecific level.
The specimens from G ant are identical even in the fines ornam enta­
tion details with the left valve of H. haidingeri haidingeri figured by 
M o o s  (1965) from the Tortonian of Grusbach (Austria). The shape is 
slightly different, because in the Gant specimens the  height difference 
between posterior and anterior ends of dorsal outline is smaller, the 
anterior margin is more asymmetric, the  posterodorsa! spine is weaker, 
the dorsal line of posterior outline is smaller, less concave, and the center 
o f the subcentral tubercle is smooth. Different is the  laterally less p ro t­
ruding character of the dorsal ridge, too. As compared to the type of H. 
paijenborchiana, the G ant specimens show maximal concavity o f ventral 
outline in anterior third, and more protruded caudal angle. The o rna­
m entation is sim ilar as th a t of the holotype. but the type figure does 
not show m arked regularity in the anterior ornam entation.
Geological and geographical distribution:
Eocene — Siam pian ?: France 
Ypresian — Lutetian: Belgium 
Eocene: A ustria 
Lower Eocene: USSR
Material: Two left valves and one embryonal left valve.
Genus Quadracythere Hornibrook, 1952.
Quadracytherc angusticostata (Bosquet, 1852)
PI. IV, Figs. 7 — 10.
1852. Cvthere angusticostata (Bosquet, 1852)— Bosquet, pp. 91 — 92, 
pi. IV, fig. 12.
1957. Quadracythere angusticostata (Bosquet, 1852) — Keij, p. 104, 
pi. X II, fig. 16, pi. X IX , fig. 12.
1959. Quadracythere angusticostata (Bosquet, 1852) — Ducasse, p. 66, 
pi. V, fig. 3. pi. XX IV . figs. 30a —b.
1969. Bradleva angusticostata (Bosquet, 1852) — Ducasse, p. 107, 
pi. V II, fig. 155.
1971. Bradleya angusticostata (Bosquet, 1852) — Blondeau, pp. 39 — 40, 
pi. IV, figs. 7 - 8 .
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. In  o u t  h e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline of 1 e f  t
v a l v e  asymm etrically rounded, its upper part truncate, and en­
closes with dorsal outline an about 130° angle a t one-fifth of length.
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The stra igh t running o f dorsal outline is divided hy the m arkedly 
protruded cardinal angle, the projected part of the dorsal ridge with 
two smaller protrusions before, and the spiniform projection of the 
postcrodorsal angle. Dorsal outline encloses with posterior outline an 
about 120° angle a t nine-tenth o f length, the upper line o f posterior 
outline is somewhat concave, its lower line is slightly convex and 
these lines enclose an about 130° angle with each other. Lower line 
bears 5 strong denticles. Ventral outline nearly straight, somewhat 
concave, and rounds into anterior outline gradually. Height anterior. 
In  r i g h t  v a l v e  the cardinal angle m arkedly deviates from the 
outer margin, which runs straight. Outer margin shows a strong, 
somewhat asym m etric ventral sinus between one- and tw o-third of 
length.
In  d o r s a 1 v i e w  the side-outline is parallel to about one-third of 
width to one-tenth o f length, rises with 40° angle to four-tenth of 
length, then somewhat recessive, and then nearly parallel or rising 
with 10—15° angle to five-sixth of length, and from that, slopes 
with about 45° angle to eleven-twelfth of length, and finally parallel 
to one-fifth of length.
In  v e n t r a l  v i e w  it is visible, th a t  the angle of ventral ridge 
and plane of valve-closure is decreasing from 30° to  0° between 
one-sixth and three-fourth of length. Ventral ridges of the two valves 
are symmetric.
2. Or7MWC7?!6d:'o77.' Along anterior margin o f l e f t  v a l v e  runs a 
strong anteromarginal costa. Between half and five-sixth of length 
an uneven dorsal ridge appears, which ends wit!) a 90° break a t one- 
quarter of local width and fades into the reticulation. Strong ventral 
ridge appears, which runs with a weak arch, nearly parallel to the 
ventral margin. I t  runs from about one-fifth to tw o-third of length, 
with a thickening at its abrup t end. Surface markedly reticulated 
throughout, the rihlcts are sharp. The 6 strong radial costae enclose 
large, elongate interspaces, anteriorly, the costa rising from the eye- 
spot is especially strong. Subcentral tubercle prominent, without 
reticulation on its central part. The reticulation of the other parts of 
the surface is irregular. On the surface between ventral ridge and 
ventral margin, strong riblets occur.
The ornam entation of the r i g h t  v a l v e  is similar.
3. .!/CU.S'77rC777<?77t.' L H
left valve 0.83 0.40
left valve 0.79 0.46
right valve 0.81 0.45
right valve 0.83 0.44
right valve 0.80 0.42
4. /??7?e/' /u77:e//u.' Relatively wide anteriorly and posteriorly. Line of 
concrescence and inner margin coincide. Selvage strong, runs cent­
rally.
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5. T/dr^Ma/ /jore-'-<77777/.s; Approxim ately 30 anteriorly, 10 posteriorly, 
simple, straight, with ampulla-like thickening in the middle.
6. / / 777yc.' In l e f t  v a l v e  closed anterior socket, conical tooth and 
associated crcnulate median har. posterior socket. In r i g h t  v a l v e  
strong anterior tooth, socket with associated, crenulate (?) median 
groove, and lamellar, arched, dorsallv curve posterior tooth.
7. Ah)7'?7?a/ /xvc.s.' Numerous, large, sieve-type.
8. d i77.sc/c .scars/ In front of the  row o f adductor scars, two well-visible 
frontal scars are situated.
9. A'ye-.spo/' Well-developed, prominent in the  cardinal angle.
Id. Left valve erne7-/77/j.s right, especially a t cardinal and posterodorsal 
angles.
11. A part of the specimens is of more elongate, these are prohalv the 
males.
12. There are several l a r v a l  v a l v e s  in the m aterial. In  these 
specimens the ornam ental subcentral tubercle, the dorsal, ventral, 
and antcromarginal ridges are well-developed, reticulation only on 
central surface. Antero- and posteromarginal dentic-ultion is prom i­
nent, on dorsal and ventral ridges prominent spines are visible.
The inner lamella and the hinge margin are undeveloped. hardly 
separated.
In  fornt of the row of four adductor scars, "W '-shaped frontal scar 
appeals.
The valves are th in  and fragile, smaller than  in adults.
R e m a r k s :
The Gant specimens are identical in detail with the description and
figure of Kcij (1957) revision; the difference is the simpler ornam entation
of the subcentra! tubercle.
Geological and geographical distribution:
Eocene: France
Materia): 300 right and left valves.
Q uadracythere vahrenkampi Moos, 1965 
Plate IV, Figs. 11 — 13.
1965. Q uadracythere (Hornibrookella) vahrenkampi Moos, 1965 — Moos, 
pp. 599 — 602. ])1. 34. figs. 5 — 8.
1968. Quadracythere (Hornibrookella) vahrenkam pi Moos, 1965 — 
Moos, pp. 6 — 7, pi. 1, figs. 5 —11.
1969. Q uadracythere (Hornibrookella) vahrenkampi Moos, 1965 — 
Pietrxcniuk, p. 72, pi. X III, fig. 5, pi. X X V II, figs. 11—14, tex t- 
fig. 16.
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D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. <SMpc. In  o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  anterior outline of r i g h t  
v a l v e  rounded asym m etrically, its lower part with small: upper 
part with large radius. A nterior outline rounds with an about 150° 
angle into the nearly stra ight dorsal outline behind one-third of length. 
Cardinal angle at the junction is somewhat protruded. On dorsal 
outline, behind the end of dorsal ridge, after four-fifth of length, a 
small recession appears. Dorsal outline, somewhat before nine-tenth 
of length, rounds with 110—120° angle into posterior outline, of 
which upper line is nearly straight, and encloses with its nearlv 
stra igh t median portion a 130—140° angle, i ts  slightly convex lower 
line encloses with the median portion a less than 00° angle and grades 
with a small break into the ventral outline a t nine-tenth of length. 
Ventral outline convex, with a concave sinus, maximal convexitv at 
three-fifth, maximal concavity before tw o-fifth o f legth. Lower line 
of posterior outline boars 5 denticles and the anterior outline, espe­
cially its lower part, is finely denticulated. Height a t cardinal angle. 
In  o u t e r  l a t e r a l  v i e w  the outer margin straight dorsallv. 
Ventral sinus of ventral margin is stronger as th a t of the outline.
In  v e n t  r a I v i e w  the  surface is parallel to about one-third 
of maximal width to one-sixth of length, then rises with about 3f)° 
angle to five-twelfth of length, and front this, after a short depression, 
a tta ins this width again a t th rec-qua 'te r of length, then slopes 
with about 45° angle to five-sixth o f length, and finally is parallel 
to about one-third of maximal width to the caudal end.
2. Dr/myne/dubo??.' Iti l e f t  v a l v e  prominent dorsal, anterim arginal 
and ventral ridges occur. Dorsal ridge forms the dorsal outline bet­
ween three- and four-fifth o f length, then wit!) a 90° angle break in 
one-third o f local height, fades into the reticulation. At the break it 
is sptniform. being perpendicular to the surface. Ventral ridge runs 
near the ventral outline, between one-quarter and two-third of 
length, and curves upward posteriorly. Uncloses about 45° angle 
with the surface a t its end. A t two-fifth o f length a protruded sub­
central tubercle appears. Surface coarsely reticulated, concentric 
and radial arrangem ent anteriorly, the anterom arginal ridge is asso­
ciated with 6 strongly elongate, radially arranged interspaces. V ent­
ral ridge is formed by two parallel, strong costae. The reticulate 
interspaces between the subcentral tubercle and posterior ends 
of ridges are elongate. Marginal ridge persists on caudal part too.
3. Jíeu.SMrennud.s.' L H
right valve 0.76 0.39
4. 7???Mr R ather wide anteriorly and posteroventrallv. Line of
concrescence and inner mat-git) coincide. Selvage runs parallellv and 
near to the outer margin.
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5. JMaryMia? pow-co-wa^.- Num erous anteriorly, straight, simple, with 
ampullae in the middie.
6. /№;ye.- In r i g h t  v a ! v e "tw o-stepped" conicai anterior tooth, 
iarge, eiosed anterom edian socket and continuing crcnuiate median 
bar, and outw ardiy curved, wearkiy lobate, fiattened posterior 
tooth .
7 — 8. Norma/ por&s and WMsc/e gears cannot bo studied sufficiently.
9. N/c-s/w/.' Well-developed a t cardinal angie.
12. Ttie m ajority of t he specimens is presum ably larva! vaives, or indi­
viduals which were modified by the unfavourable ecological condi­
tions. The right valves o f these forms are different in having per­
pendicular prong of dorsal ridge with two spiniform divisions, in 
longer upper line and in an about 40 — 50° angle enclosed by lower 
and median line of posterior outline, thus a more acute caudal exten­
sion. Ventral ridge ends spiniibrm ly at, tw o-third o f length, and shows 
' two additional spines. Anterom arginal ridge and anterior and poste­
rior valve-halves show a  weaker ornam entation as compared to th a t 
o f adult. Tuner lamella less-developed. However, the hinge is specific.
Measurements: L H
left valve 0.58 0.33
left valve 0.59 0.34
right valve 0.59 0.31
right valve 0.58 0.31
Rem arks:
As compared to the type, in fian t specimens the  cardinal angle is removed 
backwards, the posterior outline somewhat deeper upwards, angular, 
reticulation extends to subcentral tubercle too, and the reticulation not 
sponge-like. The small quan tity  o f the available m aterial does not enable 
to  decide, whether these H ungarian specimens form a new subspecies. 
So much so, th a t even the au thor of this species dem onstrated similar 
individual and spatial differences within the  Lower Oligocène o f Ger­
many.
Geological and geographical distribution:
Lower Oligocène: Germany 
U pper Hocene: GDR
Material: One left valve, 10 larval ( ?) right and left valves.
Fam ilia X estoleberididaeSars, 1928 
Genus Xestoleberis Sars, 1866 
Xestoleberis gantensis n. sp.
PI. IV, Figs. 1 4 -  17.
Derivatio nominis: A fter the name of the locality.
Holotvpus: Left valve; reposited in the type collection of the H ungarian 
Geological Survey.
8  AXXALHS — Sectin Gnotngira — Tnmus X IX .
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Locus tvpicus: Bauxite-pit of Bagolyhegy-hill, Gant, Transdanubian 
Centra] M ountains, Hungary.
S tratum  tvpicum : Lutetian Stage, mollusc-bearing mar).
Diagnosis: A form with slightly convex ventral outline, moderately 
truncate  anteriorly, dorsal outline broken mcdianly, its posterior 
part runs straighter than  the anterior.
D e s c r i p t i o n :
1. [n o u t e r  1 a t e r a !  v i e  w anterior outline of l e f t  
v a l v e  rounded asymm etrically. Tts lower hall' curves with small, 
upper half with large radius, the upper half rounds gradually into 
the widely arched dorsal outline, which breaks at about half-length, 
and the somewhat stra ighter posterior part enelosses with the anterior 
part an about 15<P angle. The pmetion with the posterior outline 
shows similar break, posteriorouthne runs somewhat asymmetrically, 
but rounds into ventral outline more gradually. Ventral outline 
slightly convex, with nearly stra igh t anterior part. Height a t fivc- 
eigtli of length. Ventral outline of r i g h t  v a l v e  still less convex, 
the break oil dorsal outline is situated at two-fifth of length, the dor­
sal outline is nearly parallel to the straight portion o f ventral outline 
behind.
fn  i n n o r  1 a t e r a 1 v i e  w outer margin shows a marked 
asymm etric ventral sinus at about two-fifth of length.
In d o r s a l  v i e w the  slope of the surface decreases from 4(P to 0° 
a t two-third of length, i. c. at maximal width, slopes slightly to 
three-quarter of length, from this its angle increases abruptly , and 
ends with a Gd° angle.
2. Valve-surface smooth, shiny.
3. L H
left valve 0.59 0.40
left valve 0.55 0.37
right valve 0.55 0.33
right valve 0.55 0.35
4. DiMcr 7c;wc//M.' R ather narrow, widest anteriorly, and posteroventrally. 
Prom inent vestibulum anteriorly.
5. .liuryiHo/ /wc-'c/m/.s'.' Dense anteriorly and aufcroventraHv, simple, 
straight, short.
G. /L'y/c.' Anteriorly and posteriorly elongate, strongly crenulate teeth, 
with median groove between them.
7. Anr/an/ pere.s'.' Relatively few, scattered, large.
8. .l/Msc/e .srnr.s.' Pour undivided, elongate adductor scars in ventral 
row. In  front of the second adductor scar from above, a ,,V"-shaped 
frontal scar, and further down two m andibular scars are situated.
9. /fyc-.spob' Absent. The characteristic "Xestoleberis spot" is visible.
10. Left valve orer/u/M right, especially ventrally and dorsally.
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12. Greater part of the available specimens are larval valves. These are 
generally more elongate than  the adults, and their ventral outline is 
stra ight or partially  concave. Valves are th in , fragile, m arkedly 
smaller.
C o m p a r i s o n :
This spesies is close to X. subglobosa ( B o s q u e t .  1852), but less inflated 
and its dorsal outline shows a stronger break. The o ther sim ilar species, 
X. muelleriana (Licnenklaus, 1999) has a more truncate  dorsal outline 
anteriorly, just as in X. ohtusa (Lienenklaus. 1900).
Material: Two left and two right valves, 22 larval valves and 5 larval 
carapaces.
S tratigraphic evaluation
From  the  19 specifically identified form of the ostracodc fauna of Gant, 
4 are new species, 3 are new subspecies and 3 are forms which were 
described previously only from Hungary, from stratigraphicaHv uncertain 
samples. Thus merely 9 species can be evaluated stratigraphically. The 
m ajority of these la tte r forms — except two — arc represented bv small 
specimen number.
This fauna is unquestionably o f Eocene in age, bu t for a closer age- 
determ ination within the  Eocene, these 9 species are unsuitable, because 
there are no species, which confines -  according to  all authors -  to a 
special part of the Eocene. Tins can also be due to the fact, th a t the s tra ­
tigraphic range o f some species is widely interpreted b v th e  authors, on 
the  other hand a more extensive use of subspecies is much to be wished.
The Middle Eocene age of the locality is proved previously by its 
extrem ely rich m acrofauna (8 z 6 t  s 1953, 1956), and the m ajority of the 
stratigraphically  evaluable ostracode species are forms common in Biddle 
Eocene. Two forms are known so far from beds not older than  Middle 
Eocene. In  the case o f Xeocyprideis williamsonia it is probablv caused by 
determ ination problems (see description), while ip Quadracvthcre vahren- 
karnpi the  single valve unables the  detailed evaluation of the differences.
Paleoecologica! evaluations
The environm ental conditions which ruled during the depostion of te 
Middle Eocene mollusc-bearing marl in the G ant area are treated  in a 
previously published study (Monostori 1972).
The detailed studies show th a t the washing separates, which came 
from infillings of different gastropods, may be rem arkably different, and 
this fact made possible to work out the  varied environm ental conditions 
of the area and the different ecological requirem ents of the gastropods 
as well.
The ecological characteristics of the separate elements o f the fauna 
are as foil lows:
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The m ajority  o f the  species o f Cytherella, Bairdia, Krithe, Schixocythere, 
B radleya, Herm anites and Q uadracythere live under normai sahne, 
m arine conditions.
Characteristic brackish-water elements are the Neocyprideis and Cythcri- 
delia (tiving even is fresh-water), and a rem arkable part of the Xestole- 
beris species.
The species ranged into Novocypris genus presumably characterizes 
areas of markediy utistaltle (seasonaiiy changing) salinity. According 
to previous studies, this ta tte r species commonly forms monospecific 
assemblages, or associations with a Cythcrom orpha species, under unfa­
vourable circumstances (probahty characterized by strong seasonat 
salinity-changes). These associations are usually the  ostracodcs appea­
ring first after the coal.formations. in the beginning of the Eocene tran s­
gression.
2. M'fdrr t/eplA
u 1̂ Euryhalinc forms;
Tiie heavity catcificd. coarsety ornam ented Bradleya, Hermanites 
and Quadracythere species characterize coastal, shallow-water (litoral
— upper sublitoral) environm ents ( B e n s o n  11)59).
The Recent species of the genus Schixocythere are somewhat deeper 
sublitoral forms (Schornikov 1974), and previous studies on Hungarian 
Eocene sequences show, th a t these are commonly associated with K rithe 
species of great specimen number, and this also suggest deeper water.
The m ajority  of the  Recent K rithe species are distinctly of deep­
water forms (Horkhoven 1963), while the genera Cytherella and Bairdia 
live in varied water depth.
% Brackish-water forms commonly inhabit extrem ely shallow 
estuaries and tide-jtools (Benson 1959).
r ) On the basis of the previously evaluated occurences of the genus 
Novocypris. a litoral — upper sublitoral, open hab ita t is suggested.
In the evaluation of the following subdivision of the ostracode genera 
with great specimen num ber is given:
— Litoral — upper sublitoral forms living in normal salinity: Bradleya + 
Hermanites +  Quadracythere;
— Especially normal salinity firm s living in varied water depth: Cythe­
rella +  Bairdia +  Krithe;
— Deeper sublitoral form living in normal salinity: Schixocythere:
— Litoral — upper sublitoral form living in changing salinity: Novo­
cypris:
— Estuarine forms living in brackish water: N eocyprideis+ Cytheridella;
— Form  living in tide-pools: Xestoleberis.
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The distributions in the  certain washing separates are as follows:
1. W ashing separate of Cerithiuni subcorvinum  Opph. infilling: 
B rad leya+ H erm anites +  Q uadracythere: more th an  50%,
Cytherella +  Bairdia +  K rith e : 10%,
Schizocythere: 10 to 20%,
Novocypris: 10 to 20%,
Neocyprideis +  Cytheridella: scattered,
Xestoleberis: scattered.
2. Washing separate of Cantharus brongniarti (d'Orb.) infilling: 
B radleya +  Herm anites +  Quadracythere: 40%,
Cytherclla +  Bairdia +  Krithe: 10%,
Schizocythere: 10%,
Novocypris: 30 to 40%,
Neocyprideis+Cytherodella: more than  5%,
Xestoleberis: fewer th an  10%.
3. Washing separate of Am pullina perusta (Defr.) infilling:
Bradleya + Herm anites +  Quadracythere: 30%.
C ytherella+ B aird ia  + K rithe : fewer than  5%,
Schizocythere: scattered,
Novocypris: 50 to  60%,
Neocyprideis +  Cytheridella: 10%,
Xestoleberis: fewer than  5%.
4. W ashing separates from other Naticidae infillings:
B radleya +  H erm anites +  Quadracythere: 40%,
Cytherella +  Bairdia +  Krithe: 20%,
Schizocythere: 5%,
Novocypris: 20 to 30%,
N eocyprideis+ Cytheridella: fewer than  5% ,
Xestoleberis: 5%.
5. Washing separates from Tym panotonus calcaratus (Bongf.) ingnilling:
Bradleya +  H erm anites +  Quadracythere: more than  30%,
Cytherella +  Bairdia +  Krithe: scattered,
Schizocythere: scattered,
Novocypris: 50%,
Neocyprideis +  Cytheridella: 10%,
Xestoleberis: 5%.
6. Washing separates from Tym panotonus hungaricus (Zitt.) infilling:
Bradleya +H erm anites + Quadracythere: 40 to 50%,
Cytherella +  B airid ia+  Krithe: scattered,
Schizocythere: fewer than  10%,
Novocypris: 30 to 40%,
Neocyprideis+ Cytheride!la: 5 to  10%,
Xestoleberis: fewer than  10%.
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7. Washing separates from Tym panotonus rozlozsniki Szőts infihing:
Bradleya +  Hcrm anites +  Quadracythere: 30%.
C ythereha+  Bairdia +  K rithe: scattered,
Novocypris: 60%.
Neocvpridcis +  Cytherideha: 10%,
Xcstoieberis: scattered.
8. Washing separates from Faunas fornensis (Zitt.) infihing
Bradleya +  Hcrm anites +  Quadracythere: ) 0%,
C ythereha+  B aird ia+ K rithe: scattered,
Schizocy there: scattered,
Novocy[)ris: 30 to 40%,.
Xcocyprideis + Cytheridcha: 10%,
Xestoleberis: 40 to 50%,.
On the basis of these studies:
1. The fauna came from the  infihings of Cerithium subcorvinutn. Cantha- 
rus brongniarti and Naticidae — except A m puhina perusta — probably 
iived in near-shore, litoral-shallow sublitorai waters in basicahy normái, 
tem porally changing saiinity.
2. Tiie fauna vieided by infihings of Tym panotonus caicaratus, T. roz­
lozsniki and Am puhina perusta shehs suggests presumably stronger 
changes in salinity.
3. In the case of the fauna from Faunus fornensis infihing. beside strong 
salinity changes, litoral environm ent is suggested.
4. The occurence of estuarine forms increases together with the strenght 
of salinity changes (approaching coast line), however, characteristic 
estuarine fauna is unknown.
The genus Novocypris commonly occurs in ah samples, because the sali­
n ity  changes were characteristic, repeated phenomena. The fauna! mix­
tu re  — naturally  — was an im portant factor. I t  is well-known from s tu ­
dies on modern sediments, th a t the d a ta  of recent shells in the sediments 
are divergent from those of distribution o f living specimens. I t  is true 
especially in the case of fossil sediments, where the washed samples may 
result populations, which are different tem porally as compared to the 
individual life-spans of the respective animals. In  the case of gastropod 
infihings this la tte r unfavourable condition can be avoided (M o n o s t  o r i 
1973).
According to those considerations, it is possible to trace the formerly 
existed different environm ents, which were favourable to the ostracodes. 
N aturally, these faunas can hardly regarded as clear populations, because 
tem porally different forms are represented.
On the basis of the ostracodes, about the form ation of the Middle 
Kocene mollusc-bearing marl o f Gant, the following picture can be drawn.
This region was a near-shore, shallow-water marine area in some 
exten t separated from the open sea. On greater parts the salinity was
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near to norma!, bu t great tem poral (firstly seasonal) differences may have 
been occur. On the basis of the fauna, it is suggested the presence of 
smaller iagoons and tide-pools for certain parts o f the  region, or for its 
vicinity. The degree of the salinity changes, as well as the appearance of 
the lagoona! character was presumably variable in time.
The character of the ostracode fauna suggests th a t  the complete 
lack of certain faunal groups, e. g. nummulites, cannot be due to a stable 
low salinity (about 25 0/00 by S t r a u s z 1962), bu t rather to the fre­
quently changing salinity. This la tte r is indicated by recently described 
coral finds, too (Mihaly 1975). In  this way, the comparison to the H u n ­
garian Sarm atian depositional conditions (S t r a u s z 1962) is un justi­
fied. On the other hand, the Sarm atian rocks contain a completely diffe­
ren t ostracode fauna, characterized by distinctly  brackish-w ater forms.
Conclusions
W ashing separates from the Middle Eocene mollusc-bearing marl of 
G ant yielded an extremely rich ostracode fauna. This fauna contains 
19 species and subspecies, from which 7 species and subspecies proved to 
be as new. On the basis of the several endemic element of the mollusc 
fauna, a certain endemism of the ostracode fauna was similarly to.be 
expected. To determ ine the degree of this endemism, it is necessary to 
study  other Eocene faunas o f localities in H ungary and in the neigh­
bouring countries.
The previously known species arc in accordance with the Middle 
Eocene age determined by other fossil groups, however, these are inade­
quate for more detailed stratigraphic determ inations a t the present.
The marl deposited in shallow-water, near-shore marine region, 
where marked salinity changes (mainly o f seasonal) occured. with associa­
ted estuaries.
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Fig. 1. C y th e n tta  (Cyttierettoiftea) g an ten sis  n .sp . L e it va tve ; H oto type. 
Figs. 2 — 4. i la ird o p p ita ta g iib e r ti  K eij.
Figs. 2 — 3.: L e tt va tve  
Fig. 4: R igh t vatve
Figs. 3 — 9. X ovoeypris ? g an ten sis  n .sp .
Figs. 5, 7, 9: L e ft  vatve  
Figs. H, 8: R ig h t vatve  
l*'ig. 9: l lo to ty p e
Figs. tO —12. R terygoey tttere  jonesi (Méhes)
F igs. 10 — l t :  L e ft vatve 
Fig. 12: R ig h t vatve
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F ig . 1. M onocera tina  sp. L u ll  valve  
F igs. 2 — 4. C lith ro cy th erid ea  fahoidcs g an ten sis  n. ssp.
Fig. 2: R ig h t v a lv e  
F igs. 3 — 4: L e ft v a lv es 
Fig. 4: H o lo ty p e
Figs. 5 — 7. M onstn irabilia  triebeii (Keij)
Fig. 5: R ig h t v a lve  
F igs. 6 — 7: le ft v a lv e
Fig . 8. X eocypride is w illia tnson iana  (B osquet). R ig id  va lve  
F igs. 9, 1 ! ,1 3  —14. K r i th e b a r to n e n s is  (Jones)
Figs. 9, 13: L e ft valve  
F igs. 11, 14: R ig h t v a lv e
F ig . 10. C aud ites m onsm irab iliensis (A posto lescu). R ig h t valve  
F ig . 12. P a ra c y th e r id e a  g ra d a ta  (B osquet). L o ft v a lv e  
F igs. 13 — 17. C y th erid e lla?  g an ten sis  n . sp.
F ig . 15: L e ft  v a lv e  a n te rio r , w ith  th e  sulei 
F ig . 16: R ig h t v a lve ; ho lo type  
Fig. 1 7 :L e f t  v a lve  
F ig . 18. L oxoconeha  sp . L e ft  va lve
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t'igs. 1 —4.Schíy.ocythetcd<'})['t-ssa(M t')M .s) 
F i g s . ] —3 :L e f t  vatva  
Fig. 4 : ] l ig ! ) tv a ]v e
l'ig s . 5 S. H ta í t te y a v a ti 'to tn a ta tm n g a t 'ic a n . ssp. 
Figs. 1 - 2 :  L e tt vatva  
Fígs. 3 ^ - 4 :){ ig h tv a lv e
l'ig .
! 'HS. !)—!! .  Ft')[iuo<;yt!n'i('is<)a<]ayana (Virtus) 
Figs. ! '—!<): L ett v a t t a  
Fig. 1 [: R ig h t  valva
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F'igs. 1 —2. Ite i-m an iteshaiith tgeripaijonhorch ianaK eij 
F'ig. l:L e f)  vatve 
Fig. 2: H m biyoaal te tt valve 
Figs. 3 —C. llen n an ite s  acutieosta gantensis n. ssp. 
F*igs.3 — 4 :L e ft valve 
Figs. 5 — 6: Rigtit valve 
Fig. 3 :F lolo type
Figs. 7 — 10. Q xadracythere angustieostata  (tlosfjuet) 
Figs. 7 — 8: L eft valve 
Fig. H: R ight valve 
Fig. 10: Fm bryonal left vatve 
Figs. 11 — )3: Q taatracythere va):renka:npi Moos 
Fig. 11: R ight valve 
F'ig. 1 2 :K :n b ry o n a lle ftv a lv e  
Fig. 13: F m b ty o n a lr ig th  valve 
F 'ig s .t4 —17. X estroleberis gantensis n .s p .
Figs. t 4 — 1.7: L eft valve 
l'*ig. 14:H olotype 
Fig. 16: Rigttt valve 
F'ig. 17: H tnbiyonaliig tit valve
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